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Nearly Fifty Students Prepare 
To Leave For Cadet Teaching
Seniors Take Over Classes 
And Supervision Duties 
In High-Schools
Next semester there will be forty-six 
seniors doing practice teaching. Thir­
teen students will practice physical edu­
cation, twenty-eight are in the depart- 
merit o f general education, four will 
teach home economics, and one will 
practice vocational agriculture.
Students in the department of gen­
eral education will commence teaching 
on February 9, 1959. They will live and 
work in various communities in New 
Hampshire and Maine until the end of 
their particular town’s school year.
The practice teachers will conduct 
two or more classes and will supervise 
an extra-curricular activity as well as 
study halls. All the cadets will be 
working in high schools, except for 
music and art majors. They will be af­
filiated with both elementary and sec­
ondary schools.
Cadet Teachers
The following students are in the
process of being placed as cadet tea­
chers: English —  Mary O ’Neil, Linda 
Chickering, Rae Marie Cota, Jeannette 
Stevenson, Marilyn McKernan, Eliza­
beth Davidson, and Evelyn W exler: 
biology —  Ann Werner, and Donald 
Loverein; music —  Jane Frisbee, Philip 
Darby, Helen Jones, and Mary Butler; 
art —  Alice Viano, Richard Frizell and 
Dudley Dudley; history —  Peter
Brooks, Thomas Breene, and Philip
Germino; math —  Robert Hardy and 
Carol Reed; French —  Lillian Cyr and 
Constance Dubois; civics —  Pat Reilly 
and Spero Theodoras; chemistry — 
Clifford Gillespie.
T w o students practice teaching this 
semester are; Jane Mann in Ports­
mouth teaching history and problems 
o f democracy, and Priscilla Jenness in 
(continued on page 7) __
Parliamentary Law 
Course Arranged
* Prof. Cortez Talks 
On Proper W ay  
To Run Clubs
The Constitutions committee of Stu­
dent Senate has arranged for a course in 
Parliamentary law to be given January 
4 and 21 in the Strafford Room of the 
Memorial Union.
Professor Cortez, chairmen of the 
Speech department will give the course.
Although, this course is mainly in­
tended for all campus organizations, any 
persons interested may apply at the in­
formation desk of the Union.
The highlights of the many topics that 
the course will cover are: the proper 
form for meetings as order of business; 
the many types of motions, their privil­
eges, and the required vote; duties of the 
officers of a group; the keeping of rec­
ords of an organization; and the rights 
and duties of members of an organiza­
tion.
The course is designed for undergradu­
ate students in extra-curricular activities 
who will find the knowledge of Parlia­
mentary law useful for future campus 
activities. It is especially for executive 
council members of all organizations and 
the committee chairmen of these respec­
tive groups.
The first meeting of the course on Janu­
ary 14 will be mainly for Professor Cor­
tez’s lecture, and the second meeting, on 
January 21, will be for discussion.
Australian Speaks 
O n  F A O  Activities
An Australian from the UN spoke on 
the structure and activities of the Food 
and Agriculture Organization (FA O ) 
on December 3. The talk was sponsored 
by the International Students’ Associ­
ation.
John Drake, information liason officer 
for FAO, explained that the Organiza­
tion is not strictly a part of the U N ; 
its membership is actually quite different.
FAO is not responsible for financing 
projects in underdeveloped or building 
irrigation systems, and so on. Its func­
tion is mainly advisory. It usually sends 
experts to survey the land in question, 
suggest improvements and give technical 
information on the way to improve it.
FAO also has a world-wide intelligence 
service. It compiles statistics on food- 
growing and other subjects which are 
a big help for countries trying to formu­
late economic programs.
Mr. Drake worked for ten years on 
daily newspapers in Australia. He also 
worked as foreign correspondent from 
New Guinea, Indonesia, Japan and Rome. 
In 1953, while he was at Rome, he began 
working for FAO. He has made one trip 
to Asia during which time he wrote arti­
cles on technical assistance in Thailand 
and Ceylon.
Educational Loans 
O ffe re d  To Students
“ Go Now-Pay Later” is the advice 
given more and more college students, 
according to a study published today by 
The College Life Insurance Company of 
America.
The study concerned itself with stu­
dent guaranty funds recently created in 
Massachusetts, Maine, and New York, 
and concluded that the establishment of 
private and governmental funds to guar­
antee long-term, low-cost, unsecured bank 
loans to college students is a new and 
revolutionary development.
The Massachusetts Higher Education 
Assistance Corporation, which did not 
begin operations until March 1957, has 
now guaranteed more than $1,463,000 in 
loans to 3,365 students. The minimum 
loan in any one year is $500 and the maxi­
mum total $1,500. The New York plan, 
which did not become effective until 
the current school year, by October 9 
already had guaranteed 2,311 loans for 
$1,370,000. It permits up to $1,000 in 
annual loans and up to $5,000 in total 
loans for any one student. Loans in both 
states are made directly by participating 
banks.
Loan repayments under the three plans 
typically begin rather soon after gradu­
ation and may be spread over a three- 
or six-year period. Interest rate range 
from 3V2 to SV2 percent. Special legis­
lation enacted in these states gives minors 
full legal capacity to act in their own 
behalf and to ibe bound for their debt.
Commenting on the study, John Burk­
hart, president of College Life, stated that 
borrowing for a $4,000 car is widely prac­
ticed and widely accepted, while borrow­
ing for a $4,000 education is relatively 
new. He interpreted the trend toward 
loans as a desirable lessening of exclu­
sive reliance on scholarships and as pro­
viding correspondingly larger sums for 
payment of faculty salaries and improve­
ment of educational service.
Milnes Benefit Blind 
By Recording Book
Paths Across the Earth, a book writ­
ten by Prof. Lorus Milne of the Zoology 
department and Mrs. Margery Milne has 
been recorded on a set of eight records 
by the American Association for the 
Blind.
The book will be used by blind stu­
dents as supplementary reading material 
in addition . to regular text studies. It 
deals primarily with the migrations of 
animals and Man across the world down 
through the ages. Printed European edi­
tions are expected to be published soon.
Harper and Brothers of New York, 
published the book last spring and it has 
been catalogued by the Library of Con­
gress. The husband and wife writing 
team has another book, The Biotic 
World and Man, which was also re­
corded on disks for the use of the blind. 
This book, used as a text, was recorded 
by the New York Foundation for the 
Blind three years ago.
Professor Milne has been associated 
with the University since 1948. His wife, 
also a Professor of Zoology, has taught 
at the University and recently completed 
teaching duties at Northeastern Universi­
ty in Boston. They make their home in 
Durham.
Preparations For Carnival 
Underway With New Staff
Winter Carnival of 1959 is almost here 
and preparations are already under way. 
The staff for the big affair consists o f :
General Chairman, Bambi Stevens; 
President and General Advisor, Dean Eg- 
gert; Treasurer, Margo Jones; Publici­
ty, Ellen Cady and Dan Monahan; Ball 
and Decorations, Gail Knight; Jazz Con­
cert, Toby Sprague; Ice Show, Vaughan 
Cameron and Dave Langlois; Queen, 
Nancy Nudd; Movie, Scotty Palm; Or­
chestra, Bev Marsters; Outdoor Events, 
Paul Gauther j John Hodsdon and Line 
Hubbard; Prizes and Trophies, Floyd 
Timson; Tickets, Carol Catlin; Torch 
Relay, Ray Steiger, Pete Merrill, and 
Bill Barry; Ski Meet, Dave Flewelling, 
Jed Williamson and Carl Love; Heeling, 
Typing, etc., Peg Harf.
NOTICE
Would the person who took the poster 
for the Holi-Daze Dance off the bulletin 
board at the Student Union please return 
it to the desk.
Sophomore Class Elects
Last Wednesday, Dec. 3, an election 
for a Sophomore Class Secretary was 
held under T-Hall arch. From the four 
candidates: Nancy Bales, Mary Casazza, 
Corinne Carpentiere and Lynne Wright- 
nour; Corinne Carpentiere was elected. 
Sixty-six students in the Sophomore class 
voted.
Mil-Arts Queen And Aids
In the center stands Linda Rudell, Mil Arts Queen. On her right 
and left respectively are aides Ann Wakefield and Leslie Buckman. 
The Queen and her aides were selected at a tea given for nominees 
by the Hart Modeling Agency of Boston. Linda was nominated by 
Phi Mu Delta, Ann by Theta Chi and Leslie by Lambda Chi.
Photo by Purdy
‘Double-Think On China5 Taken; 
‘Nation5 Features Progress Report
'Restoration of Chiang's Sov­
ereignty' Efforts Seem 
To Be Weakening
Air Force ROTC Students 
Selected As Cadet Officers
Colonel James H. Starbuck, PAS at 
the University of New Hampshire, an­
nounced this week the names of those ad­
vanced Air Force ROTC student selected 
for officer positions on the cadet wing 
staff. Seleetiop is based upon the cadet’s 
leadership qualities as displayed both on 
campus and in military activities, his 
academic record and his moral character. 
The cadets so honored will hold the posi­
tions through the remainder of the pres­
ent school year.
The Air Force Cadet Staff includes:
Wing Commander—Cadet Colonel,
Ronald S. Demijohn.
Deputy Wing Commander—Cadet L t./ 
Col., John E. Kelly.
Wing Operations Officer— Cadet L t./ 
Col., Gerard J. Arseneault.
Wing Administration Officer—Cadet 
Major, Linwood N. Purrington.
Group Commander—Cadet Lt./Col.
Allan C. Sawyer.





Is Contest P rize
Only five days are left for students to 
collect cigarette boxes and join the con­
test sponsored by the Phillip Morris 
Company, makers of Marlboro, Parlia­
ment and Philip Morris cigarettes. The 
prize to be awarded to the winner of the 
contest will be a 1959 Motorola Sfere- 
phoni Portable Record Player, purchased 
through and now on display at Town and 
Campus Record Shop, owned and oper­
ated by Mr. S. G. Price.
The Stereo Phonograph will be award­
ed to the housing unit which collects the 
greatest number of Marlboro, Philip 
Morris, and Parliament boxes. Rules for 
the contest are as follows:
1. The contest will start December 1, 
1958 and will end December 17, 1958.
2. Only empty, whole packages of 
Marlboro, Parliament, and Philip Morris 
cigarettes, of a current packaging or rea­
sonable facsimile are eligible.
3. All boxes must be bundled in lots 
of 25, with the name of the housing unit 
plainly marked on each.
4. Boxes may be turned in at the 
Rockingham Room at the Memorial 
Union, between 12 and 2 p.m., December 
17.
5. In case of a tie, a drawing will be 
held.
6. The winner will be announced at 
7 :00 p.m., at Town and Campus Record 
Shop, December 17.
Mr. Staton Curtis, Director of the 
Memorial Union and representatives of 
the Philip Morris Company will be pres­
ent to supervise the counting of the boxes, 
to qualify them, and to insure accuracy 
in the final tally.
For further information, contact Mr. 
S. G. Price at Town and Campus Record 
Shop, or Carl Church, the Student Busi­
ness Representative for the Company, t
In the nine years since — as the W ALL 
STREET JOURNAL inelegantly puts 
it — “Communist armies booted Chiang 
Kai-shek off the mainland,” TIM E-LIFE 
has been tireless in its efforts to restore 
Chiang’s sovereignty over those who did 
the booting. Can it be that these efforts 
are slackening ? Only Henry Luce can 
say, but the fact is that the cover of the 
current issue of TIM E is emblazoned 
with a portrait of, not Chiang, but Mae 
Tse-tung, and considerable space is de­
voted to the frenzies of the “New China,” 
with its manual dam construction, do-it- 
yourself iron smelting, and communal 
living. News is news, and perhaps TIME 
has also been influenced by the writing 
on the California wall. The voters may 
not have sent Senator Knowland into ob­
livion because of his pro-Ohiang stand, 
but obviously the Chiang-Knowland alli­
ance didn’t prove to be much of a vote- 
get-ter either.
The suspicion that some sort of reluct­
ant MODUS VIVENDI is in the mak­
ing has much wider support than a 
TIM E cover. A  more cogent piece of 
evidence is the fact that scarcely an issue 
of an American newspaper appears with­
out an inspired denial that the United 
States will ever appease, trade with, 
recognize, or have any amicable dealings 
with, the nefarious Chinese Reds. Thus 
the irreconcilably anti-Peking New York 
W ORLD TELEGRAM starts a No­
vember 25 column with the remark that 
“sensitive antennae” have been picking up 
signals which might indicate a “ slight 
softening” of American policy toward 
China. The writer then makes the obli­
gatory obeisance to Mr. Dulles: the Ad­
ministration’s answer to the mere sug­
gestion is a “ resounding no.” These dis­
claimers have become almost as routine 
as the obituary notices and the sports 
pages. But, whether in the affairs of the 
heart or in diplomacy, denials don’t gain 
force by repetition-rather the contrary. 
The worldly inference is that there must 
be a powerful temptation to do what, 
it is endlessly said, will never be done, 
repub. from Dec. 6, 1958 ed. of TH E  
NATION.
Official Notices
A ll students are responsible lor knowledge 
o f notices appearing here.
The 1958-59 Directory is now on
sale at the Bookstore at 50c a copy. 
This edition includes both the Fac- 
ulty-Staff Directory and the Student 
Directory.
To Foreign Students: All aliens 
must register at the local post office 
during the month of January.
Music D e p t. Gives 
Last Performance 
O f  Concert Tonight
Dance and Drama Societies 
Join Orchestra, Choruses
CARILLON CONCERT
In Presenting Program 
Professors Create Tableaux 
And Special Decorations
More than three hundred University 
students will join in presenting the se­
cond and last performance of the an­
nual Christmas Concert tonight, at 8:00 
p.m.
The program, which is sponsored by 
the Department of Music, combines the 
efforts of several student organiza­
tions: the University Symphony, Glee 
Clubs, Concert Choir, Dance Club and 
Mask and Dagger. *
This year, a new composition by 
Professor Robert W . Manton of the 
Music Department will be heard for 
the first time. The composition, en­
titled “ This Is The Month” , is still in 
manuscript.
Dance Numbers Scheduled 
In addition to the musical program, 
which will include a climatic perform­
ance of Handel’s “ Hallelujah” from 
the Messiah by the combined orchestra 
and choruses, four dramatic tableaux, 
and a special dance composition will 
be presented. The tableaux have been 
created by Professor J. Donald Batch- 
eller and Alex S. Finlayson, Instructor 
in English, and with suggestions from 
members of Mask and Dagger.
They depict “ The Three Kings,” 
“ The Three Shepherds,” “ The Adora­
tion and Christmas Eve.” The Dance 
Club will be under the direction of 
Patricia Ablett. The University Sym­
phony Orchestra will accompany the 
group in their presentation.
Conductors 
Prof. Howard Boyajian will conduct 
the Symphony Orchestra. Concert 
Choir will be directed by Prof. Karl 
M. Bratton, and Men’s Glee Club by 
John D. Wicks, Instructor in Music. 
Mrs. Meredyth (Manns) Jones, also 
an Instructor in Music, will conduct 
the W om en’s Glee Club.
Special decorations for the concert 
have been provided by Professor John 
Hatch of the Department of the Arts. 
Susan Mangam and Roland Taylor, 
both students of the Arts, have helped 
with the preparations.
Audience Sing Too 
The audience too will share in the 
program, as they join in a community 
song following the concert.
As a prelude to the Christmas Con­
cert, there will be a Christmas Carol 
concert played on 4he University Caril­
lon from 7:30-7:50 each evening.
Student Associations 
H old Foreign Meal
An international supper was held Sun­
day, December 7 at the Community 
Church. It was sponsored by the Christian 
Association and the International Student 
Association.
Foreign students cooked dishes from 
their respective nations. The meal con­
sisted of Nisua prepared by Mrs. Reini
A. Paananen; Kaldolmar a Swedish dish 
cooked by Anne Wicknertz; a Turkish 
salad mixed by Nizamettin Baykara; 
Pulov an Indian dish prepared by Siv- 
arama Reddy; Chicken Chinese style con­
cocted by Mrs. Shih-On Yu and Mrs. 
Betram Husch; Far-i-Kal, a Norwegian 
dish whipped up by Johan Galtung and 
Gang Musmun; a Thai dish prepared by 
Tiny Anakasant and Suthita Samthai. _ 
Master of Ceremonies for the occasion 
was Christian Couvreur, a French stu­
dent.
Entertainment was provided by some 
of the foreign students after the meal.
W elfare Committee 
Gives A id  T o  N e e d y
Over one hundred dollars and several 
Thanksgiving baskets from the students 
at this University went to poor families 
in Strafford County last month. The suc­
cessful annual drive was conducted by 
the Welfare Committee of the Student 
Senate.
In Charge of the drive were Bob Wall- 
inger, Jim English and Jackie Kezar. 
The following housing units are reported 
to have participated in the affair: TKE, 
Lambda Chi, Alpha Chi, Alpha Xi Delta, 
KD, Phi Mu, Chi O, Theta U, North 
Congreve, Scott, South Congreve, Saw­
yer, Hetzel, Alexander, Hunter, Theta 
Chi and Smith. The latter two were 
especially commended for their large con­
tributions.
it is known that several other housing 
units contributed to private welfare pro­
jects. Unfortunately, they failed to re­
port to the Welfare Committee and can­
not be listed here.
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WMDR Programs
TH URSDAY THRU W ED N ESD AY
5:55 News
6:00 Program Panorama: Classical Music
7:00 News




9:00 Lucky Strike News* A complete summary of world & local news
9:15 Scrapbook (continued)
10:00 News
10:05 Nightfall Part I —  Jazz
11:00 Lucky Strike News 15 minutes of the latest news
11:15 Nightfall Part II —  Quiet Music
12:00 News
12:05 Sign off
W M D R  Will Broadcast All the Ice Hockey and Basketball 
Home Games. The broadcast will start at Game Time.
Veteran's Corner
A  veteran who receives disability sev­
erance pay from the Armed Forces will 
have the amount of such pay recovered 
iby the Government if he is awarded 
-Veterans Administration compensation for 
the same disability.
That’s the warning sounded today by 
Richard F. Welch, Manager of the VA 
Regional Office in Manchester.
In such cases, he said, the law requires 
that VA  monthly compensation payments 
revert to the Government until the 
amount is recovered is equal to the 
amount of disability severance pay the 
veteran received.
The Government begins recovery of 
disability severance pay only after VA  
compensation has been awarded. He said 
recovery cannot be avoided by allowing 
a time lapse between receipt of the sever­
ance pay and the date of application for 
V A  compensation.
Qualifications
Authorized in 1949, disability severance 
pay may be paid in a lump upon dis­
charge of an active duty member of the 
Armed Forces whose line-of-duty dis­
ability renders him unfit for duty, but 
which is less than 30 percent in degree 
and therefore does not entitle him to 
disability retired pay from the service.
It is paid at the rate of two months 
pay for each year of active service, up 
to a maximum of 12 years (24 month’s 
pay).
Speed-Up
Also, Korean veterans in training under 
the GI Bill will receive their monthly
checks in plenty of time for Christmas, 
due to a speed-up processing ordered at 
the Manchester Regional Office.
These monthly checks, usually delivered 
on the 20th of each month will be mailed 
on the 16th of December, to arrive at the 
veterans’ homes the following day. This 
plan will enable Kor-veterans from other 
states, going to college in the New Hamp­
shire area, to receive their allowance 
checks before they leave for home for 
the Christmas holidays.
Va has asked all New Hampshire 
schools and the on-the-job training estab­
lishments who have Korean Ex-GI’s in 
attendance or training to cooperate in its 
“ training-checks-for^Christmas” drive by 
immediately forwarding to VA  their No­
vember “Certificates of Training” .
Tau Beta Pi Holds Initiation
Initiation ceremonies for new members 
of Tau Beta Pi, the national honorary 
engineering fraternity, were held last 
Wednesday night, Dec. 3, at Kingsbury 
Hall. Membership in the society is based 
on scholastic achievement and high stand­
ards of integrity.
The following students were initiated: 
Archer G. Buck, Verne R. Brown, and 
Richard M. Kimball, from the class of 
1960; Daniel P. Haskins, Leo P. Labbe, 
Herbert C. Lamb, and Roland M. Ther- 
rien from the class of 1959. In addition, 
an alumnus, Martin P. Turmelle ( ’58) 
was initiated.
A banquet was held at the Memorial 
Union for the initiates, as well as for 
their guests, faculty members and others.
Chairmen Of Mil Arts 
Call Event Successful
An estimated 650 people danced to the 
music of Bob Adams’ Band at the Mil 
Arts Ball last Friday. N. H. Hall was 
appropriately decorated in a military style 
with red, white, and blue streamers, cut­
out figures, and emblems of the three 
sponsoring organizations.
During intermission, President Eldon 
Johnson crowned Linda Rudell to Queen 
of the campus for the weekend. Anne 
Wakefield and Les Buckman were selected 
to serve as Queen’s aides and were pre­
sented with a dozen American Beauty 
roses.
The queen was chosen at a tea held 
Wednesday afternoon at Phi Mu Delta. 
Judges for this difficult decision were 
Major Freeman Bowley (A FR O TC ), 
Capt. Ben White, (A R O T C ), Roger 
Duford, and Allan Sawyer.
Queen Has Military Escort
Her highness, wearing a ballerina 
length gown of emerald green, was 
escorted to the stage for her coronation 
under an arch of sabres. This honor 
guard was composed of members of the 
three military honor societies. Pledges 
of Pease Air Society, Scabbard and 
Blade, and Pershing Rifles were also 
initiated during the intermission.
On Saturday the queen and her aides 
toured Pease Air Force Base and had a 
lobster dinner at the Officers’ Club. Ac­
cording to co-chairmen Bob Sylvia and 
Ray Donnelly, Mil Arts 1958 was highly 
successful.
College President 
Speaks O n  Poverty
Dr. Buell Gallagher, President of 
C.C.N.Y., told 100 delegates at the W US 
conference at Harvard that if we' should 
have war, “ it will be the result of in­
equality of access to the fruit of life.”
Dr. Gallagher dramatically informed 
his audience that the real battle we must 
fight is the ethical struggle against the 
inequalities of poverty. He stressed the 
idea of reducing the cultural barriers 
throughout the world. This idea is, in a 
way, a precise statement of the aims of 
WUS, which feels that by aiding the 
student in a country where education 
is difficult to acquire, we are striking a 
blow for peace.
In addition to a major address by Dr. 
Frank P. Graham, who addressed him­
self to the problems of the United Na­
tions and the Nuclear Age, there was 
also a final banquet dinner address by 
the_ Honorable Christopher H. Phillips, 
United States Representative on the Eco­
nomics and Social Council of the United 
Nations, which was another highlight of 
the conference. Mr. Phillips informed the 
delegates that the United Nations have 
adopted an attitude of agreement to learn 
how to live with the atom and like it. 
Many countries throughout the world are 
pinning their hopes for future develop­
ment on “Nuclear Renaissance” which we 
are now experiencing.
Desire For Economic Progress
Countries like Indonesia and Ghana 
which have be6n slumbering for years 
have suddenly awakened like Rip Van 
Winkle, into a totally new world. These 
countries have seen the impact of West­
ern Civilization and even though they 
just won their independence, they are 
determined to gain Economic progress 
for themselves. They cannot achieve this 
alone, and they fear that accepting aid 
from another government would tie them 
by hidden strings” to that country’s 
policies. The answer, therefore, lies in 
the aid_ those countries can get through 
the United Nations, an international or­
ganization to which they belong and con­
tribute.
r O L O N I A I
Portsmouth GE 6-2605
Now thru Tues., Dec 16th
M.G.M. Hit in Color!
PARTY GIRL
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Sat. - Tues. Dec. 1 3 - 1 6
HOUSEBOAT
starring
Sophia Loren Cary Grant
W ed., Thurs. Dec. 17 and 18
IVANHOE
W ILLIA M  F. B L O O M F IE L D , B . S . I . E . ,  LEH IG H , '53, S A Y S :
"Join me for a day at work?
Bill is Plant Service Supervisor for New Jersey Bell Telephone Com­
pany at Dover. He joined the telephone company after graduation, 
has held many jobs to gain valuable experience. Now he has three 
foremen and 32 craft people working for him. “ It’s a challenging 
job and keeps me hopping,” says Bill. “ See for yourself.”
99
"8:30 a.m. With my test bureau fore­
man, I plan work schedules for the com­
ing week. Maintaining equitable sched­
ules and being ready for emergencies is 
imperative for good morale and service.”
"9:10 a.m. The State Police at Andover 
have reported trouble with a mobile 
radio telephone. I discuss it with the 
test deskman. Naturally, we send a re­
pairman out pronto to take care of it.”
"11:00 a.m. As soon as things are lined 
up at the office, I drive out to check on 
the mobile radio repair job. The repair­
man has found the trouble — and to­
gether we run a test on the equipment.”
"1:30 p.m. After lunch, I look in on a 
PBX and room-phone installation at an 
out-of-town motel. The installation super­
visor, foreman and I discuss plans for 
running cable in from the highway.”
"2:45 p.m. Next, I  drive over to the 
central office at Denville, which is cut­
ting over 7000 local telephones to 
dial service tomorrow night. I go over 
final arrangements with the supervisor.”
"4:00 p.m. When I get back to my office, 
I find there are several phone messages 
to answer. As soon as I get them out 
of the way, I’ll check over tomorrow’s 
work schedule — then call it a day.’
“ Well, that’s my job. You can see there’s nothing monotonous about it. 
I’m responsible for keeping 50,000 subscriber lines over a 260-square-mile 
area in A -l operating order. It’s a big responsibility—but I love it.”  
Bill Bloomfield is moving ahead, like many young engineers in super­
visory positions in the Bell Telephone Companies. There may be oppor­
tunities for you, too. Talk with the Bell interviewer when he visits your 
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Doris Beane, University Recorder 
Aids Students By "Open Door” Policy
By Anne-Margreth Skuggevik
Miss Doris Beane, University recorder, sits at her desk in Thompson Hall 
office. Miss Beane, who has held this position for thirteen years, has observed 
many changes in the University, but remarks that comfortingly T-Hall has 
stayed pretty much the same. Photo by Came
Many times during his career at the 
university the average student receives 
notices signed Doris Beane, Recorder. It 
may be a registration notice, final grade, 
warning or failure notice. This same aver­
age student reads the notice, either shrugs 
his shoulders, jumps for joy or faints 
dead away; depending upon its content, 
but seldom gives a second thought to the 
lady responsible for the immense amount 
of paperwork behind it.
Doris Beane, University of New Hamp­
shire recorder may be found at almost 
any time during T-Hall office hours in 
a small office on the right hand side of 
the larger office marked Recorder. There 
is no need to knock, and no appointment 
is necessary; the door is always open.
Admires Chinese Art
I found Miss Beane seated at a desk, 
the top of which was almost totally ob­
scured by volumes of correspondence and 
records. On the wall behind her hung an 
ancestral portrait of a Chinese noblewom­
an, the meaning of which Miss Beane pro­
ceeded to explain. The scroll, intricately 
worked in oriental shades of red, green 
and blue is of a north Chinese woman 
of high birth, and was bought in Shang­
hai. It is the custom for the Chinese to 
place food and drink in front of such 
a portrait on high holy days. The scroll 
complements the model Chinese junk to 
be seen as one enters the recorder’s office, 
and combined, they lend an oriental at­
mosphere to T-Hall.
Miss Beane, a graduate of Smith and 
Columbia Teacher’s College, has been 
university recorder for thirteen years.
Previous to that she served at the college 
of technology and in the President’s office. 
When asked to explain, “What exactly 
does a recorder do?” She replied humor­
ously, “Well, she ought to do more than 
she’s doing!”
Works Closely With Admissions
I discovered through talking further 
with Miss Beane that the recorder works 
very closely with the Admissions office 
on requirements and registration. The re­
corder is also responsible for warning, 
failure slips, grades and paperwork con­
cerning veterans and the draft.
Miss Beane has observed that the uni­
versity has changed and undergone many 
expansions to meet ever increasing needs, 
but that comfortingly T-Hall has stayed 
pretty much the same.
Thanking Miss Beane for the time, I 
cast a respectful glance in the direction 
of the Chinese matron and left. I closed 
the door behind me, but before I had 
gone very far, I heard it swing open, 
ready to welcome anyone who happens 
to need her services.
Ping-Pong Games Announced
The Student Union Games Committee 
is sponsoring a mixed doubles ping pong 
tournament on Tuesday, December 16 
in the Strafford Room from 7 :30 to 
11:00 p.m. At this time, the first annual 
trophies will be awarded. Spectators are 
welcome. The sign-up sheet will be avail­
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Bookstore, Wildcat Take
Orders For Class Rings
Orders for University class rings can 
now be placed at the bookstore and at 
the Wildcat.
Graduates of the university, members 
of the class of ’59 and second semester 
Tuniors of the class of ’60 are eligible 
to receive a ring. These are available in 
three different sizes, miniature, medium, 
and heavy, and with two types of stones, 
a faceted stone and a smooth stone which 
is called buff top.
The following prices for rings include 
the free engraving of initials and degree 
on the inside:
Miniature — $12.60 plus $1.26 tax.
Medium, — $17.50 plus $1.75 tax.
Heavy — $19.30 plus $1.93 tax.
Greek letters can be encrusted on the 
smooth type stone only, the cost of this 
is $1.50 per letter plus 1$ percent tax.
W  R A  Notes
Women’s Recreation Association is 
adding a new activity to its interhouse 
program. Bowling sessions will be held on 
Monday and Wednesday from 6:30-8:30 
p.m. at the Student Union alleys. There 
will be a fee of $.30 a string and each 
girl will bowl i a total of six strings in 
the course of the tournament.
Each girl that signs up will bowl 
against members of her housing unit. The 
six girls with the highest scores will 
then form a team to compete against 
those of other houses. The fee for these 
six girls will be paid for by the Women’s 
Physical Education Department. The 
leader for bowling is Jan Crawford; she 
is assisted by Marilyn Baker and Gail 
Walker.
Sign-up sheets for the new sport are up 
in all women’s housing units. Be sure to 
sign up if you want to participate.
A T T E N T IO N : Girls, you have only 
a week and a half to get your badminton 
eames played off. Please don’t forfeit 
your games. You have as much chance of 
winning the tournament as does your 
neighbor. Remember you have only until 
December 20. Contact your sport chair­
man for information on when the gym 
is free.
Miss Clark Displays Work
A display of hand-woven fabrics and 
jewelry is now on exhibition in the gall­
ery of the University Library. These 
articles have been designed and con­
structed by Winifred Clark, a member 
of the Arts Department.
Miss Clark has had considerable ex­
perience in the field of crafts, and often 
displays her weaving and jewelry in 
museum shows throughout the country. 
A regular contributor to the League of 
New Hampshire Arts and Crafts, she 
has received several awards for her work. 
One interesting feature of the show is 
a display of three rooms furnished with 
upholstered pieces, rugs and draperies, all 
the hand products of Miss Clark’s loom.
The exhibition will continue until De­
cember 20.
The nickname of “ Wildcats” for the 
New Hampshire athletic was
selected by a vote o f the student body 
in 1926.
New Teacher Education Programs 
Await Approval By NH Legislature
By Dick W eston
Three new teacher education programs 
have been approved by university authori­
ties and are waiting for a financial green 
light. Since they would require an in­
crease in the staff of the Education De­
partment, their going into effect next 
semester depends on approval by the 
Governor and Legislature of the result­
ing increase in the department’s budget.
Dr. Thomas Marshall, chairman of the 
Education Department, says that we will 
know the fate of these new programs 
when the Governor reads his budget 
message to the Legislature in January.
First Program Described
The first is a new fourth year program 
in elementary education. During their first 
three years, students electing this pro­
gram will take one education course and 
a minimum of eighteen semester hours 
in some major subject. In their fourth 
year, they will depart from the usual 
practice of taking separate courses con­
currently and spend three or four weeks 
at a time on the study of a single subject.
Five of these subjects — actually 
courses in teaching different elementary 
school subjects — are listed in the ex­
perimental program: Language A rts:,
Arithmetic; Social Studies; Science; and 
Physical Education, Art, and Music. 
They follow one another in that order, as 
Dr. Marshall puts it, “ in one continuous 
block of study.”
Typical Day Would Change
The student will not spend all his time 
in the classroom. A  typical day might b e : 
8 :30-10 a.m., observation of an elemen­
tary classroom; 10-12, Language Arts; 
1-3 p.m., seminar in the psychology of 
learning and its application. Eleven weeks 
in the second semester will be devoted to 
practice teaching.
The program is experimental, and en­
rollment will be limited for the first two 
years. Those applicants who are ad­
mitted will be awarded 32 credits for suc­
cessful completion of the year’s work 
and receive a B.A. in Elementary Edu­
cation.
Plans Made for Grad Study
Another new program is designed for 
graduating students who want to become 
teachers but lack teaching experience 
and courses in education. It lasts for one 
year (including summer session) and in­
cludes twelve semester hours in educa­
tion courses, six in practice teaching, and 
eighteen to twenty-one in subject matter 
courses. Students who successfully com­
plete this program will be awarded an 
M.A. in Teaching and their Teacher’s 
Certificates.
Certified and experienced teachers who 
wish to improve their knowledge of their
Need A  Haircut?
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subject without taking any additional edu­
cation courses will be offered a program 
leading to an M.S. for Teachers. Candi­
dates for this degree will be required to 
complete thirty hours of course work in 
their major subject.
Besides these programs, which only 
need financial approval, other changes are 
being planned by the Education Depart­
ment. A revision of the guidance program 
is in process, and a proposed revision of 
the secondary education program is being 
discussed by the Division of Teacher Edu­
cation. The latter proposal, contemplated 
by the Department for some time, has 
been helped by recommendations from 
the Student Committee on Educational 
Policy.
Revolutionary Program Needed
According to Dr. Marshall, all these 
new programs aim at meeting the need 
for more and better teachers. The new 
elementary education program is a case 
in point. The university has always 
thought of the training of elementary 
teachers as being the job of the state 
teachers’ colleges. But these institutions, 
operating at capacity, are unable to meet 
the current demand. This problem, which 
will become more acute as times goes on, 
has created the need for a revolutionary 
program at the university.
We asked Dr. Marshall if the notice­
able emphasis on subject matter was a 
result of the current controversy over 
the merits of more subject matter courses 
in teacher education. He replied that the 
emphasis at this University has always 
been on subject matter, citing two im­
portant reasons.
First, the Education Department, as an 
integral part of the College of Liberal 
Arts, patterns its objectives and philoso­
phy on those of the college. It hopes to 
produce people who are not merely trained 
teachers, but well educated persons with 
a sound understanding of their major 
subj ect.
Unique Organization In Control
Then, there is an organization which is 
nearly unique among American universi- 
(continned on page 10)
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The Political Hamstring
On N ovem ber 3rd, the U niversity  Librarian appeared before the 
Student Senate to discuss the im possibility  o f the extension o f L i­
brary hours. A pparently , the reason M iss B rackett considered upper­
m ost for non-extension  was the lim ited staff. T he assum ption means 
that, regardless o f student or facu lty  interest, or o f the new  Library, 
it cannot be utilized to its utm ost because there is not enough help. 
T h e next question is, o f course, w hy. T he answer is sim ple enough 
—  m oney.
I f our facts are correct, the extra-help needed to extend library 
hours w ould  be a regular librarian, a assistant and additional stu­
dent help. O n our unique w age scale, the total cost of the tw o new 
ctaff m em bers w ould  be $7,100 annually. A s to student pay, we 
have no facts at all. N ow  this cou ld  be a very  interesting subject. 
A ll around us w e see construction. W e  are w itnessing our universi­
ty ’s transition into a new  ‘ era’ o f education. In ten years, w e w ill 
no longer be just a ‘ sm all’ N ew  E ngland State U n ivers ity ; we will 
have grow n  into a m oderately large ‘educational fa ctory ’ , com peting 
in the econom ics and ‘ po litics ’ o f filling the roster, year after year. 
T h is  apparently is w hat is w anted, this striving search for a larger 
identification. But, H o w  do ypu get there w ithout m on ey?
B ut this is con jecture —  the problem  , o f m oney is here in the 
present. W e  have a new  library —  w e can not utilize it because 
o f a lack o f funds. W e , as a university, have asked for  an increase 
in our annual budget —  w ill w e get it? It could  be doubtful. W e  
w onder how  w ell our President is sleeping these days, while the 
G overnor -elect and som e of his playm ates in C oncord  w ield their 
very  accurate bu dget-cu tting  taxes. T he figure o f $7100 is in it­
self, not really an issue. But the problem  that it sym bolizes, is, 
m ost definitely —  politics and education. O ur critics want a large, 
v igorou s university —  they question the ‘ ability ’ o f m any o f our 
teachers, (even  supervise their politics) and yet they do not wish 
to pay fo r  it. T h ey  do not want to overburden the tax payer. If 
they invest a little m ore than usual, they hold a political yoke over 
the heads o f the adm inistration to make sure they walk the straight 
and narrow, while they pat their backs for their generosity.
There is no place in education  for politics. A nd  m oney, w ell spent 
by the university, should not have political strings attached.
Why The Fight Against Loebism?
The editorial below is not our own; it is excerpted from a piece 
written by Kenneth F. Zwicker of the Keene Sentinel. W e  are 
printing it as part of our editorial column because the point it makes 
is so important. W hat do you think?
W h at is at the bottom  of the battle betw een L oeb  on one 
side and so m any papers on the other? One thing is certain : T he 
fight is not over any political, social, or econ om ic issues. I t ’s doubt­
ful if L oeb  cares tw o hoots about the position  o f the rest of the 
press on issues of this kind. Certainly they don ’t care about his.
B ut they do care about the kind o f new spapering L oeb  does. 
T h ey  feel strongly  that he repeatedly violates principles of journal­
ism w hich they cherish ; they believe the m ethods he uses bring 
disrepute to the profession  as a w hole, especially in N ew  H am p­
shire.
B elieving  as they do, they feel they have a duty to speak out, 
and to do so despite the reluctance o f alm ost any new spaperm an to 
criticize publicly  the perform ance o f another.
T h ey  speak out against the use o f techniques practiced by  dem ­
agogues since tim e began  —  the art o f dealing in half-truths, gen ­
eralities, unsubstantiated charges, and pure fiction so colossal it 
cannot be com batted through the norm al processes o f reasonable 
judgm ent, the ability to look  a man straight in the eye and accuse 
him o f som ething he d idn ’t do, but w hich you  you rself are doing 
at that very m om ent; the art o f calling several people together and 
saying, “ Som eone here is a thief,”  and then never identify ing the 
th ie f; the art o f p lanting suspicion, doubt, and con fusion  in _ the 
m inds o f as m any people as possible, while prom otin g  som e indi­
vidual or “ cause”  that the people w ould  not accept if it w ere pre­
sented on a factual, unem otional basis.
There is one great weakness in this tricky technique, h ow ever; 
and it is this weakness that has alw ays, and w ill continue to be, 
the A chilles heel o f those w ho practice it.
It assum es that those exposed to it are stupid, and that they will 
believe alm ost any sort o f nonsense if it is repeated often  enough, 
in big , black letters.
But fortunately, people are not stupid, even though they often 
are reluctant and slow  to speak. Because so m any new spaperm en in 
N ew  H am pshire have faith in the people o f the areas they serve, 
they do not hesitate to speak out, even as w hat you  are reading 
n ow  is outspoken.
T his is the origin  o f the “ new spaper feud”  in N ew  H am pshire. 
A nd  because several new spapers in a state rarely line up in a 
united front against one o f their “ colleagues,”  the unpleasant duty 
to speak out in this specific manner is seldom  im posed on an A m eri­
can newspaperm an. T hat is w hy som e journalistic h istory is being 
m ade in N ew  H am pshire.
Repub. from Dec. 4, 1958 ed. of 
‘T H E  J O U R N A L -T R A N S C R IP T ’
“ . . . a tale told by an idiot, full of 
sound and fury, signifying nothing.”
SH AKESPEARE—Macbeth 
* * *
It is with this not too timely, not too 
original, but certainly adaptable piece_ of 
plagiarism, that I start this epic-making 
effort in the Looking Around series.
To begin with (as all good things 
should start there, and certainly not in 
the middle, or indeed, the end) I offer you 
a bit of poetry, written, not with literary 
quality, or any sort of culture in mind, 
but simply to take up space since, as 
every so often occurs, I run out of 
people, places, and defenseless things to 
slanderize. I mean its only purpose is to 
take up space. (As space is becoming an 
integral part of our life, today what with 
Explorers, Pioneers, and Superman oscil­
lating around in it, I feel deeply that we 
should be constantly striving to arrive 
upon new and better methods to take it 
up, besides the one you, dear reader, are 
practicing even now.)
Here then, is the latest effort created 
by the self-appointed Bard of Durham— 




it makes no sense 
there is no rhyme 
scheme 
there are no capital 
letters 
this and other 
little 
things 
i throw in 
make it harder to read 
there is also 
no meter 
and
there are no sound devices
used
it just sits there and does 
nothing
this is indeed 
fortunate
because if there 
was sense and .
rhyme' scheme 
and capital letters and 
meter
i




of poetry is still
young i 
realize with apathy




because some day 
after i
die
i will laugh 
and say 
ha
*  *  *
If this doesn’t get ipy tuition grant 
revoked, nothing will. If there are any 
readers desirous of forming a Beat Gen­
eration chapter in Durham, I offer you 
my consolations. In fact if there are any 
readers at all at this point I suggest you 
go have a panty raid or play polo or 
something, because the last part of this 
says nothing more than the first.
*  *  *
I need some reader help again. It seems 
that my knowledge of female anatomy 
isn’t sufficient to cope with a few words, 
namely Yet and Now.
Why when I heard the song: “ I wonder 
whose kissing her Now” last week, I 
absolutely blushed. And when one of my
buddies, who had just had a proposal
of marriage turned down said, “ $he told 
me no, but I love her Yet,” why I put 
my slinky toy away right then and there 
and started fingering my worn Thesaurus.
CURRENT CINEM A
By RON LAWTON
Between now and the vacation there 
are going to be two Shakespearean 
films. On Thursday, December 11th, 
Marlon Brando and the boys will do 
Julius Caesar, and on Thursday, Dec­
ember 18th, Romeo and Juliet will be 
shown. I don’t know much about those 
cats. The movie reviews don’t go back 
that far and the psychological abstracts 
don’t have them either, so I ’ll tell about 
Mr. Shakespeare. He was the rage from 
around 1564 to 1616 and between those 
years he was born and he died. The 
creepiest thing about him was that the 
numbers in his year of birth add up to 
the pair of numbers in his year of 
death. And I think he was born on 
April 15th and died on April 15th, 52 
years later. This is the first time this 
information has been revealed to the 
public.
Friday —  Saturday, December 12-13 
TH E ONE TH A T GOT A W A Y
This is a true story about the only 
German prisoner of war captured in 
Britain who escaped and finally got 
back to Germany —  alive. It is a Bri­
tish-made melodrama about the W orld 
War II Luftwaffe ace Franz von W er- 
ra. The part is played by Hardy Kru­
ger (a rather common German label). 
There is no ramance in this and it had 
a terrific appeal to the all-male client- 
elle, in Hanover, N. H. It was asked 
to be brought back as a repeat. The 
photography is very good. The cast 
will all be strangers to you. It lasts 106 
minutes. This is a switch from most 
war films we see. This time we are 
the bad guys.
Sunday and Monday, December 14-15
TH E BIG COUNTRY
This is a United Artists, technicolo- 
technirama, 156 minute, super western. 
It boasts a cast including Gregory 
Peck, Jean Simmons, Carroll Baker, 
Charleston Heston, Burl Ives and 
many others. It’s big, entertaining and 
colorful with an absorbing story in 
spite of its length. Direction and pro­
duction are superior. The scenery is 
great. There will only be one showing 
of this on each day, Sunday and Mon­
day.
Tuesday and Wednesday, December 
16-17
TH E RED AND TH E BLACK OR 
ROUGE et Noir in Technicolor.
The plot could be hinted at by this 
quote from Stendhal ‘ ‘Had Julien Sorel 
lived earlier, he would have been a 
soldier . . . ” hence the Red. “ But at 
the time he lived, He was compelled 
to aim for the priestly cassock . . . ” 
hence the Black. It’s a very romantic 
and tragic film, based on Stendhal’s 
book bearing the same name as the 
film. It’s 137 minutes of unleashed pas­
sion and emotion. The main actors, 
Gerard Philipe, and Danielle Darieux 
both got awards for the best actor and 
best actress from Cinema Francaise 
for their roles in this film.
And on Friday, December 19th, 
ROONEY will be shown at the Fran­
klin. It stars John Gregson, Muriel 
Pavlow, and Barry Fitzgerald. Its a 
British-made romantic comedy that is 
lighthearted and jovial. Its an amusing 
and engaging tale that’s got a touch 
of Cinderella in it to send you to wait 
at the bottom of your chimney with 
glad eyes, at Christmas. And as they 
said to Ervine Berlin “ and may all 
your corpusles be white” . Merry 
Christmas!
Letter To The Editor
T o The Editor:
December might seem to some a ra­
ther late date to be bringing up the 
1958 Orientation W eek Program, but 
to the Committee this is rather an ap­
propriate time.
At this time we are able to make a 
full estimate of the 1958 program. W e 
are able to see how the freshmen have 
evaluated the program by the number 
that have already left school, the num­
ber of warnings that have come out 
and through other problems that are 
typical of the freshmen class.
W e have seen through the observa­
tion of these things that the freshmen 
are being effectively oriented to the 
University. The accomplishment of this 
basic orientation was not merely through 
the three day program, that our com ­
mittee planned, but rather through the 
complete cooperation of the entire Uni­
versity community, faculty, staff and 
student body. W e would like to ac­
knowledge our appreciation to these 
groups and hope they will keep in 
mind that the orientation program has 
no time limits, but that it 'is a contin­
uous process through-out the year.
Thank you again for your coopera­
tion in making the three day period a 





The Book Sale advertised on page 
5 is now going on at the University 
Book Store and will continue to do 
so until Christmas vacation. Good 
Christmas gifts, we might add.
< 9 0
Christmas Cheer
Pictured above is D. John Rellefek-
cor bumbling back to campus laden
down with the results of his latest 
coup. D. John annually pulls off a fin­
ancial kill to line his pockets with
Christmas kale to sustain his time- 
honored reputation for affluent Christ­
mas giving. D. John, as our rabidly 
devoted and fanatically loyal readers 
will recall, was one of two enterprising 
UNH  students who cornered the New­
market market for the sale of left-hand­
ed Veebblefretzers (M  1 A 1 with the 
belt in the back), Local vendors of 
Veeblefretzers vied valiant but to no 
avail. D. John left them miles behind.
This year D. John has the franchise 
on campus for selling replacement 
snow tires for the increasingly popular 
(especially among faculty members) 
light English Paradoxicals. This, how­
ever, is Big Business, and is not re­
commended as a Christmas pocket mo­
ney supplement for the average student.
However, the following is a suggest­
ed list part-time Christmas employ­
ment:
1. Converting Easter cards into re­
saleable Christmas cards. This requires 
only a do-it-yourself converter kit 
(which may be obtained for a nominal 
price at the bookstore o f Alaska Poly­
tech) (W here is it? I don’t know, 
Alaska.) containing glue and horsehair 
for putting beards on Easter Bunnies.
2. Converting the lounge of your 
dormitory into manufactory of roof­
top reindeer feeding stations. This sea­
sonal item is very popular this year (in 
green and red) the demand is far out 
of proportion to the supply. A small 
and efficient assembly line may be set 
up with 34,000 board feet of lumber, 
one carload each of green and red paint, 
nine kegs of six-penny nails, and the 
approval o f your housemother. W e sug­
gest a percentage deal. Selling point; 
if you were Santa Claus would you 
rather land on a feeding station or a 
T V  antenna?
3. Making books on rat-races is al­
ways good, but the field tends to be 
overcrowded. W e weren’t serious about 
this one anyway.
4. Organizing a door to door sales 
campaign for evergreen flavored maple 
syrup made from pine trees. The ob­
vious advantage of this product is, 
while it is a seasonal item, surplus in­
ventory may be liquidated during 
spring house-cleaning as paint thinner. 
Selling point; the ideal gift for the per­
son that has everything whom you 
don’t like anyway.
4. And here is a real winner! You 
can’t possibly lose if you are willing 
continued on page eleven
CHRISTMAS PARTY HELD
The members of the Mask and Dagger 
are busily preparing for the events that 
they have planned to take place before 
the Christmas Recess begins.
On Dec. 10 and 11, several of the mem­
bers will fake part in the Nativity Tab­
leaux for the Annual Christmas Concert.
A  Christmas Party has also been 
planned for all the members to be held 
Saturday, Dec. 13, at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. Frank Scarito.
Several members bf the Mask and 
Dagger are working along with English 
47 and Arts 35 in the Workshop Produc­
tion, of Good-Bye My Fancy. The play 
will be presented at New Hampshire 
Hall on Jan. 21 and 22.
I l l ;
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BOOK SALE
World’s Greatest Short Stories —  
TH E GOLDEN ARGOSY, ed. by V.
H. Cartmell and C. Grayson. Antholo­
gy of our most popular short stories: 
656 ages. Pub. at $6.00. Sale—$1.98.
LORD BYRON —  COLLECTED  
CONVERSATIONS —  His Very Self 
and Voice, ed. by E. J. Lovell. As re­
corded by Shelley, Coleridge, and 145 
other contempories —  676 pages. Pub. 
at $7.50. Sale —  $1.
SENSE OF HUMOR, by Stephen 
Potter. The essence and variety of 
British humor, with over 100 examples. 
Pub. at $4.00. Sale — $1.
AR T: TH E IMAGE OF TH E  
W EST —  With 65 Fine Plates. By J. 
Braun-Vogelstein. From the ancient 
Greeks to Picasso —  each period in 
the history of Western art. Pub. at 
$4.50. Sale —  $1.98.
TH E POLITICAL TH EORY OF 
JOHN C. CALHOUN, by A. O. 
Spain. Stressing his contributions to 
the art of government. Pub. at $3.50. 
Sale —  $1.49.
ELEMENTS OF PSYCHOANA­
LYSIS, ed. by H. Herma and G. M. 
Kurth: The basic facts and concepts 
of psychoanalytic therapy, childhood 
and adolescence, sex, marriage and di­
vorce, etc. Pub. at $3.75. Sale —  $1.98.
SPEAK FRENCH in Record Time, 
by J. S. Choquette. Guide to everyday 
French designed for quick mastery of 
the language. Contains English-French 
and French-English Dictionaries. Pub. 
at $2.00. Sale $1.
SPEAK SPANISH in Record Time, 
by S. Redondo. Capsule language 
course in colloquial Spanish. Includes 
Spanish-English and English-Spanish 
Dictionaries. Pub. at $2.00. Sale — $1.
TH E HISTORY OF M ATH EM A­
TICS, by J. E. Hofman. Fascinating 
survey, connecting mathematical pro­
gress with the growth of intellectual 
ideas. Pub. at $4.75. Sale —  $1.
C O N C I S E  ETYM OLOGICAL  
DICTIONARY OF MODERN ENG­
LISH, by E. Weekley. Standard guide 
to the derivation of thousands of un­
usual words and philological terms. 
Pub. at $6.75. Sale $1.98.
PABLO PICASSO —  110 Fine 
Plates. An imported quality paperback 
catalog splendidly representing ,50 
years of Picasso’s graphic art. Pub. at 
$3.00. Sale —  $1.49.
LIFE OF DANTE, by Michele 
Barbi. The definitive study of “ the most 
universal poet in the modern lang­
uages.” Pub. at $3.00. Sale —  $1.98.
POCKET ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
MUSIC, by H. Dexter and R. Tobin. 
Special $1.49.
THE POOR M AN’S GUIDE TO 
EUROPE, by David Dodge. How to 
get the very best out of your vacation 
for the least amount of money —  Illus. 
1956 edition. Pub. at $3.50. Sale — $1.
BUCKLAND’S CURIOSITIES OF 
NATURAL HISTORY, ed, and illus­
trated by L. R. Brightwell. 24 fascinat­
ing tales of human and animal curiosi­
ties first published 'nearly a century 
ago. Drawings throughout. Pub. at 
$2.75. Sale — $1.
Exploring TH E CAVES BEYOND, 
by J. Lawrence, Jr. and R. W . Brucker. 
Exploring the caverns adjacent to Ken­
tucky’s Crystal Cave. Photos, maps, 
and charts. Pub. at $4.75. Sale — $1.
BROOKS ADAMS by Arthur F. 
Beringause. Biography of the noted 
American theorist and historian. Pub. 
at $6.00. Sale — $1.98.
Charles Darwin’s EXPRESSION  
OF TH E EMOTIONS IN MAN & 
ANIMALS. Classic work on “ talking 
without words” —  facts on laughter, 
tears,, blushing; facial expressions for 
love, hatred, joy  ete. 78 illus. Sale — 
$1.98.
Sholem Asch — THREE CITIES.
Incomparably rich, 900 pp. trilogy 
about the Russian Revolution. 15th 
Printing. Pub. at $5.00. Sale —  $1.98.
The Art of VINCENT VAN GOGH 
—  12 Prints in Full Color. Including 
“ Portrait of Pere Tanguy” “ Moored 
Boats” and “ Bedroom at Arles” etc. 
Import. Pub. at $2.50. Sale —  $1.
RUSSIA W IT H O U T  STALIN, by 
Edward Crankshaw. Eyewitness re­
port. Pub. at $3.75. Sale —  $1.
LEAVES OF GRASS: One Hun­
dred Years After. William Carlos 
Williams, David Daiches and others 
discuss Whitman’s life, work, and in­
fluence on American letters. Ed. by M. 
Hindus. Pub. at $7.50. Sale —  $1.98.
A COM PARATIVE PATH O LO ­
GY OF TH E NEUROSES, by L.
Eidelberg. Case histories revealing the 
consistent determining factors in any 
given neurosis. Pub. at $4.50'. Sale — 
$1.98.
CALYPSO SONG BOOK, by W.
Attaway, Harry Belafonte’s arranger. 
Piano scores and complete lyrics of 25 
rollicking Caribbean favorites —  Illus­
trated in color. 7)4 x 10” . Pub. at $2.95. 
Sale —  $1.
MECHANICAL DRAW ING, by 
Edw_in S. Youngerberg. Makes the fun­
damental aspects of mechanical draw­
ing easily understood. Pub. at $2.00. 
Sale —  $1.00.
GUSTAVE COURBET, by G. 
Mack. Full-length biography in English 
of the great French painter. 60 illus. 
Pub. at $6.00'. Sale —  $1.98
World’s Greatest Chess Player —  
THE U N KN O W N  ALEKH IN E. 102 
brilliant, hitherto-unpublished Alekhine 
games, cleanly illustrated, explained 
and analyzed by Fred Reinfeld. Pub. at 
$4.00. Sale —  $1.49.
Jean Paul Sartre— LITERARY ES­
SAYS. Provocative studies of Camus, 
Faulkner, Mauriac, Dos Passos, Kafka 
and Giradoux. Pub. at $2.75. Sale — 
$1.49.
A Mental Case in EVERY OTHER  
BED, by M. Gorman. Story of Ameri­
ca’s growing disgrace —  mental illness
— and our feeble efforts to arrest it. 
Pub. at $4.00. Sale —  $1.
The Art of GIOTTO IN PADUA
—  12 Prints in Full Color. Giotto’s 
“ Life of Christ” frescoes —  including 
“Joachim’s Vision” , “ Flight into 
Egypt” , “The Nativity” and “ Christ 
Taken Prisoner” . 10x13)4” . Import. 
Pub. at $2.50. Sale —  $1.
CERVANTES: The Man and His 
Time. By S. J. Arbo. Biography of the 
creator of Don Quixote. Pub. at $4.00. 
Sale —  $1.98.
Martin Buber retells TH E TALES  
OF RABBI NACHMAN. Trans, by 
Maurice Friedman. The classic, sym­
bolic fables of Hasidism. Pub. at $3.50. 
Sale — $1.98.
THE DIALOGUES OF PLATO, 
from the classic Jowett trans., ed. by 
W . C. Greene. Pub. at $3.50. Sale — 
$1.98.
MAN AND HIS MOTIVES, by E.
Windle & J. W. Marsh. Clear, simple 
analysis of the factors underlying both 
normal and abnormal social behavior. 
Pub. at $3.00. Sale —  $1.
TH E HYDROGEN BOMB —  The 
Men, The Mechanism, by J. Shepley &
C. Blair. Dramatic, inside story of the 
great conflicts preceding our decision 
to build the first H bomb. Pub. at $3.00. 
Sale —  $1.
BIGGER AND BETTER BON­
ERS, ed. by Abingdon. Over 1,000 au­
thentic howlers. Illus. Pub. at $1.95. 
Sale — $1.
MAN AND HIS PHYSICAL  
W ORLD, by D E. Gray. Progress up 
to now in astronomy, chemistry, geolo­
gy and physics. Illus. Pub. at $5.75. 
Sale —  $1.98.
SHIPS IN TH E SKY, bv John 
Toland. Story of lighter-than-airships. 
Photos. Pub. at $4.95. Sale —  $1.49.
VASTNESS O 'T F H E  SEA: Ad­
venture in the Mysterious Depths, by
B. Gorsky. Spectacular photos. Pub. at 
$5.00. Sale —  $1.98.
THE FATHERS OF TH E W E ST­
ERN CHURCH, by R. Payne. Men 
who laid the foundations of western 
thought. Plates. Pub. at $5.00. Sale
— $1.98.
Sir Compton Mackenzie —  MY RE­
CORD OF MUSIC. The Dean of Re­
cord Collectors presents a scintillating 
history of recorded music. Pub. at 
$5.00. Sale —  $1.
Prophetic Rebel —  HENRI POIN­
CARE, by T. Dantzig. Study of the 
19th century genius whose iconoclastic 
work 'ultimately was corroborated by 
Einstein. Pub. at $3.00. Sale —  $1.
TH E COLOR CURTAIN: Richard 
Wright’s Report on the Bandung Con­
ference. Covering every aspect of the 
color question. Pub. at $3.75. Sale — 
$1.
The Life of Byron —  PASSION  
FOR EXCITEM ENT, by E. Bigland. 
Life and personality of the most fam­
ous and fashionable poet of his age. 
Pub. at $5.00. Sale —  $1.98.
TH E TW O  FACES OF MAN, by 
Joost A. M. Meerloo. Two biological- 
psychological and clinical-psychiatric 
studies — one on the concept of time, 
the other on man’s basic ambivalence. 
Pub. at $4.00. Sale — $1.98.
Defeat of the Stuarts —  TH E JAC­
OBITE M OVEM ENT —  The Last 
Phase, 1716-1807. by C. Petrie. The 
definitive work on the 1745 Scottish 
rebellion, its failure, and ramifications. 
Illus. Pub. at $3.75. Sale —  $1.98.
BLEEDING KANSAS, by A. Nic­
hols. The story of the wild seven-year 
struggle which raised the curta.in on 
the Civil War. Pub. at $4.50. Sale — 
$1.49.
A SHORT H ISTORY OF E X IST ­
ENTIALISM , by Jean Wahl. The 
doctrines of Kierkegaard, Heidegger, 
Jaspers and Sartre clearly described. 
Pub. at $2.75. Sale —  $1.
The Art of PIERO DELLA FRAN- 
CESSA — 12 Prints in Full Color.
The “ Madonna and Child Enthroned” , 
the “ Portrait of Duke Federigo da 
Montefeltro,” the “ Meeting of the 
Queen of Sheba and Solomon” are 
among this brilliant series. 10x13)4” . 
Import. Pub. at $2.50'. Sale —  $1.
The Art of RAPHAEL —  12 Prints 
in Full Color. Including “ The Marriage 
of the Virgin” , “The Liberation of St. 
Peter from Jail” and his striking por­
trait of Angolo Doni. 10x13)4” . Pub. 
at $2.50'. Sale —  $1.
A SCIENTIST W IT H  PERRY IN  
JAPAN: The Journal of Dr. James |
Morrow, Perry’s Agriculturalist. Illus. 
Pub. at $4.00. Sale —  $1.98.
Spinoza —  TH E ETH ICS: TH E  
ROAD TO INNER FREEDOM.
Philosophical defense of liberty. Special 
—  $1.98.
Alfred North Whitehead —  SCI­
ENCE AND PHILOSOPHY, 21 bril­
liant essays —  Pub. at $4.75. Sale — 
$1.98.
Japanese Classic —  TH E HEIKE  
STORY, by E. Yoshikawa, trans. by 
F. W . Uramatsu. Provincial warrior 
clan’s lust for power in bloody, deca­
dent and feudal Kyoto. Illustrated 
throughout. Pub. at $4.95. Sale —  $1.
Techniques of SOCIAL CASE­
W ORK , by C. Morris. Distinguished 
social workers describe their work with 
children, families and delinquents in 
Britain. Pub. at $4.00. Sale —  $1.
TH E QUEST FOR W E A LTH , by 
R. L. Heilbroner. The origin and na­
ture of one Man’s greatest drives, its 
manifestations throughout history. Pub. 
at $5.00. Sale —  $1.
TH E COMPLETE ITALIAN  
COOKBOOK: “La Cucina,” by R. L. 
Sorce. 44 pages on Spaghetti alone. 
Pub. at $3.00. Sale —  $1.98.
The Philosophy of W IL L IA M  EL­
LERY CHANNING, by R. L. Pat­
terson. The first full analysis of his 
philosophy. Pub. at $4.50. Sale — $1.98.
BASIC PROBLEMS IN PSYCHI­
ATRY, ed. by J. Wortis, M. D. Six 
specialists discuss controversial issues, 
etc. Pub. at $4.50. Sale —  $1.98.
V AN ITY AND VALUE, by F. Me- 
moli. The importance of values over 
“ science” . Illus. Pub. at $5.00. Sale — 
$1.
HORMONES, H EALTH, AND  
HAPPINESS, by W . H. Orr M. D. 
All-round treatment featuring special 
coverage of the cause and manifesta­
tions of glandular imbalance. Case his­
tories, glossar and appendices. Pub. 
at $4.50. Sale —  $1.
HINDU PHILOSOPHY, by Theos 
Bernard. The meaning of Brahma, 
yoga, etc. —  clearly set forth and illu­
minated. Pub. at $4.50. Sale —  $1.98.
NUCLEAR PHYSICS, Introduc­
tion to, by W . Heisenberg. Atoms, mo­
lecules, radioactivity, transmutation, 
etc. 52 illus. Pub. at $5.25. Sale — 
$1.98.
Pocket Book of CHEMICAL TECH ­
NOLOGY, by V. Stannett & L. Mit- 
lin. Essential chemical and chemical 
engineering data —  extensive glossary, 
illus., many charts, tables. Pub. at $4.75. 
Sale — $1.49.
TH E GRANDEUR TH AT W AS  
ROME, by G. Gattechi. Pictorial guide 
to the Rome of 2,000 years ago. Pub. 
at $5.50. Sale —  $1.98.
SPEAK GERMAN in Record Time, 
by H. Regensteiner. Your key to fluen­
cy in everyday German: With German- 
English and English-German Diction­
aries for reference. $2.00. Sale $1.
SPEAK ITALIAN  in Record Time, 
by N. J. Milella. Complete guide to 
help you learn how to speak good, col­
loquial Italian. Plus Italian-English 
and English-Italian Dictionaries. $2.00. 
Sale —  $1.
TH E FLOW ERS OF FRIEND­
SHIP Ed. by D. Gallup. Over 450 let­
ters to America’s Gertrude Stein, from 
Eliot, John Dewey, Picasso, et. al. 
Fully annotated and illustrated. Pub. 
at $5.00. Sale —  $1.98.
EARLY ENGLISH CHRISTIAN  
POETRY, by C. W . Kennedy. Bril­
liant modern verse translations, with 
commentaries, of 13 poems by Cyne­
wulf, Caedmon, others. Pub. at $5.25. 
Sale —  $1.98. ,
DICTIONARY OF PSYCHOLO­
GY, by P. L. Harriman. ‘Adler’ to ‘zoo­
phobia’ —  over 3,500 enrties covering 
all important terms in psychology and 
the allied fields. Pub. at $3.50. Sale — 
$1.98.
SEARCH FOR LOVE, by Lucy 
Freeman, author of “ Flight Against 
Fears.” Solutions to today’s most com­
mon physical, emotional, sexual and 
social problems. Pub. at $3.75. Sale — 
$1.
George Moore —  A STO R Y-TEL­
LER’S H OLID AY. The classic col­
lection of Irish folk tales —  529 pp.< 
Pub. at $3.50. Sale —  $1.49.
ROBERT O W EN  of New Lanark 
& New Harmony, by M. Cole. Life of 
the great industrial reformer, 1771-1858. 
Pub. at $3.50. Sale —  $1.
JOURNEY OF AN AMERICAN, 
by A. Ross. Mid-century mankind in 
an atom-automation world. Pub. at 
$4.50. Sale —  $1.
TH E H UNTER’S HANDBOOK,
by Ted Trueblood. Covers every var­
iety of American game, with tips on 
guns and ammunition, training dogs, 
setting up camp, etc. Photos. Pub. at 
$3.95. Sale —  $1.49.
Championship CHESS AND CHEC­
KERS For All, by L Evans and T. 
Wiswell. Large, lucid, graphically il­
lustrated book on both games for be­
ginner and the seasoned player alike, 
8” x  10” . Pub. at $3.75. Sale —  $1.98.
The Wisdom of the East —  BUD­
DHIST TEXTS THROUGH TH E  
AGES. The most important prose and 
verse of Buddhist throught —  trans. 
into modern English. Pub. at $10.00. 
Sale —  $1.98.
TH E ART OF ASIA —  91 Plates.
Fascinating survey of Oriental art, 
from prehistoric Hittite sculpture to 
India’s sophisticated contemporary 
paintings. By H. Rubissow. Pub. at 
$6.00'. Sale —  $1.98.
M OTH ERS: A Catholic Treasury of 
Great Stories, ed by Anne Freemantle. 
Fine plates. Pub. at $3.75. Sale —  $1.98.
THROUGH TH E AMERICAN  
LANDSCAPE with Rockwell Kent, 
John Marin, et al., by K. Klitgaard. 40 
fine plates, 8 in full color. Reginald 
Marsh, Tom  Lea, Emil Ganso, Millard 
Sheets and other top contemporary 
painters interpret the American Scene. 
Pub. at $3.50. Sale —  $1.98.
W O RLD  W IT H O U T  BARRIERS, 
E. R. Posmack. Capitalism and com­
munism —  their history, economics, 
philosophy and cold war policies, an­
alyzed in terms of our future.. 430 pp. 
Pub. at $5.00. Sale —  $1.
NIGHT FIGHTER, by C. F. Ra wn- 
sley and R. Wright. Story of the radar 
equipped night fighter — and its vital 
role in W W  II. Pub. at $4.50. Sale — 
$1.49.
Struggle For Survival —  BIRDS 
FIGHTING, by S. Smith and E. Hos- 
king. Fascinating studies of the aerial 
combats and aggressive displays of 
many different common bird species. 
Over 60 extraordinary plates. Pub. at 
$4.50. Sale —  $1.98.
TH E MAN W H O  ELECTED  
LINCOLN, by Jay Monaghan, noted 
Lincoln scholar. The fantastic shena­
nigans Charles Ray of the Chicago Tri­
bune employed to clinch Linciln’s no­
mination in 1860. Pub. at $4.50. Sale 
— $1.49.
SHORT DICTIONARY OF M Y­
TH OLOGY, by P. G. W oodcock. 
Over 1,000 clear, complete entries, co­
vering all the important classical and 
mythological figures. Pub. at $3.75. 
Sale —  $1.98.
YO G A: The Method of Re-integra- 
tion, by A. Danielou. Explanation of 
aims, methods, results and forms. Illus. 
of postures. Pub. at $3.75. Sale —  $1.98.
TH E FIRST CHRISTMAS, by D. 
O ’Shea. The story of the Nativity, with 
a wealth of historical detail. Imprima­
tur. Pub. at $3.00. Sale —  $1.
YO U ’VE GOT ME IN TH E SUB­
URBS, ed. by L. Lariar. Over 125 car­
toons by the nation’s top cartoonists 
on development-living, the neighbors 
and do-it-yourselfers of commuter-land. 
8 x  11” . Pub. at $2.95. Sale —  $1.
Sean O’Casey —  'SUNSET AND  
EVENING STAR. Memoirs of his 
visit to America, the war years spent 
in England in self-imposed exile, his 
friendships with Shaw and Yeats, etc. 
Pub. at $4.75. Sale —  $1.49.
Boswell, Pepys, Adams, Walton, 
Steffens, et al. —  ONE M IGHTY  
TORRENT, by E. Johnson. Four cen­
turies of history as seen by the world’s 
famous biographers.. 591 pages, index­
ed. Pub. at $6.50. Sale —  $1.98.
DIRECTIONS IN CONTEMPOR­
ARY LITERATURE, by P. M. Buck, 
Jr. A fresh, unified approach to the 
(continued on page 10)
Home of Good Food BUCKY’S
GRANT’S The Place to Enjoy
Good Company
COFFEE SHOP
1 SCHOOL ST. DOVER, N. H.
249%  More Shock Resistant Than Ash Skis
Northlands are strong . . . made of laminated 100%  
Hickory, a wood grown only in the U.S.A.
The U.S. Forest Service Lab ranks Hickory *c. . .  ex­
ceedingly high in shock resistance with a combination of 
strength, toughness, hardness, and stiffness not found i n  
a n y  o t h e r  c o m m e r c i a l  w o o d .” -For example: The shock 
resistance index of Hickory is 308 versus 124 for Ash.*
Northlands are smooth and steady on any snow . . . 
turns are easier with no chatter or drift. You’ll be proud 
to own colorful Northland Skis.
*U. S. Forest Service Bulletin
“ Hickory”  &  Bull. 1169
W rite  for free catalog and “ How to Ski” book. 
Dept. 300A, 2325 Endicott St., St. Paul 14, Minn.
PORTFOLIOS OF COLOR  
PRINTS AT INCREDIBLE  
SAVINGS
Fantastic savings on ready-to- 
frame, decorative color prints! A 
choice collection of beautiful Ameri­
can and European reproductions in 
handsome portfolios.
FARM ANIM ALS, by Leonard 
Weisgard. Playful puppies and kit­
tens, bunny rabbits and ducklings, 
three little pigs and baby chicks —  
all the other favorites! 13”x l6 ” . Spe­
cial: set of 6 —  now 1.00.
CHINESE BIRD PANELS. Ex­
otic birds and blossoming boughs in 
gossamer colors against a beige, 
silk-grained background. 10)4”x22” . 
Pub. at 6.00. set of 4 —  now 2.98.
SIX PICASSO PAINTINGS. 
Striking portraits and still lifes se­
lected from his ‘blue’, neo-classic 
and abstract periods. 14”x l6 ” . Pub. 
at 6.00. set of 6 —  now 2.98.
FOUR MODERN FLO W ER  
PAINTINGS: Rouault, Chagall,
Redon, Fantin-Latour. Magnificent 
reproductions o f famous master­
pieces, each a brilliantly colorful and 
distinctly modem interpretation of 
a classic subject. 14”x l7 ” . Pub. at 
8.00’. set of 4 —  now 2.98.
J A P A N E S E  C O S T U M E  
PRINTS by Kunisada. Georgeously 
costumed female figures personify­
ing the seasons of the year. 9x1354” . 
Pub. at $2.50'. set of 4 —  now 1.00.
EARLY AM ERICAN AU TO ­
MOBILES. Brilliant color prints 
capturing all the charm and sporty 
humor of vintage 1901 —  ’ 13 cars 
—  Chevy Roadster, Ford Touring 
Car, Olds Runabout, Nash Rambler, 
etc. 11x9” . Pub. at $3.50. set of 6 — 
now $1.
Eight French Posters: Picasso, 
Matisse, Miro, Leger, Chagall. Bril­
liantly colorful, strikingly sophistic­
ated —  directly reproduced from the 
j2riginal lithographs. 16 ”*20” . Pub. 
at 8.00. set of 8 —  now 2.98.
Toulouse-Lautrec “ Moulin Rou­
ge” Prints. Paris in the Gay Nine­
ties —  the famous poster, in brilliant 
color. 9 )4 ”x l3 ” . Pub. at 5.00. set of 
6 —  now 2.98.
Harbor Scenes—  4Marine Water - 
colors by Henry Gasser. Fishing 
boats in dock, inland coves and har­
bor homes, surf, sand and rock — 
14”x l l ” . Pub. at 4.00. set o f 4 — 
now 1.00.
Utrillo’s Montmartre Scenes. Full 
of sunlit warmth and beauty —  
great favorites with interior decora­
tors. 17”x l4 ” . Uub. at 12.00'. set of 
4 —  now 2.98.
Van Gogh Masterpieces. Includes 
“ Sunflowers,”  “ Gypsy Camp,” 
“ Peach Orchard” and other famous 
paintings. I l ”x l4 ” . Pub. at 6.00. set 
of 8 —  now 1.00.
«
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From The Observation Post
Why Should We?
By DICK W ESTO N
Ever since the physical fact of being 1 
a college student caused me to start tak- j 
ing an interest in such matters, I ’ve 
noticed many'complaints about the “silent 
generation.” Our elders have been won- j 
dering aloud at great length about our ! 
complacency, our ignorance of important 
issues, and our refusal to get stirred up 
over the inequities of society like stu­
dents in so many other countries.
After giving this matter some thought, 
it occurs to me that ours is the first 
generation in modern history to have 
nothing to get stirred up for. We are sus­
pended in a world where the probabilities 
are not immediately apparent and the pos­
sibilities are too frightening to consider.
The most obvious possibility is that of 
someone pushing the wrong button and 
summarily removing all life from the 
face of the earth. Modern science has 
made it possible for one man to destroy 
us all. No statesman in his right mind 
would do that? I’ll allow you the doubt­
ful hypothesis that all statesmen are in 
their right minds, but that’s not the 
point. The logical result of current mili­
tary trends would be two men, one in 
New Mexico, the other in Siberia, facing 
an intricate control panel with a big red 
button in the center.
Considering what we now understand 
about human nature, it is not inconceiv­
able that one of these men might, in a 
moment of anxiety, carelessness, anger, 
or megalomania, push that red button. 
Whoosh, up go the missiles—Bang, out 
goes man! Anyone with a morbid turn 
of mind can compound this possibility 
by imagining other men with other con­
trol panels, in Australia, • Tibet, Mada­
gascar,- even Egypt or Israel.
Of course, modern science tells us, 
that’s only one of the possibilities that 
becloud our future. The Ice Age is "com­
ing back in one hundred years. We are 
losing the war against insects. There is 
life on other worlds. (It’s only a matter 
of time before a flying saucer lands in 
front of T-Hall, spewing forth little 
green men who paralyze everything that 
moves with their zapp guns.) And then 
there’s the charming theory that we are­
n’t here at all, only we haven’t yet caught 
on to the fact.
There are many, many more disturbing 
possibilities. Small wonder we don’t want 
to get excited about them. What are we 
going to do for food in the year 2000 
when the already undernourished popula­
tion of the world will have doubled ? 
How long will we have to wait for com-
G o in g , G o in g , Gone
PINNED: Trish Draper, Phi Mu to 
Fred Obear, Phi Psi, Lowell Tech ’56; 
Davida Morin, Smith to Bob Amsden, 
Acacia; Mary Morrison, Smith to 
Norman VanderHoot, Kappa Alpha, 
John Hopkins; Simone Labonte, Man­
chester to Wilfred Lebelle, A G R ; Pat 
St. Clair, Alpha Chi to Armand Le- 
Tourneau, Theta Xi, UConn ’57.
ENGAGED: Lois VanGestel, Alpha 
Chi to David Cook, Springfield ’58; 
Sara Anderson, Scott to Karl Black, 
Gibbs; Laura Johnston, Commuter to 
Vincent Fleury, Pease AFB.
M ARRIED: Jane Worthen, Phi Mu 
to Ed Chartrand, Theta Kap; Pat Con­
nelly, Theta U to Dick Loiselle, Theta 
Kap.
munism to be consumed in the seeds of 
discontent and decay that, the authors 
of our foreign policy assure us, it nur­
tures in its bosom? What will be our 
source of heat and power when we’ve run 
through the world’s supply of petroleum 
in the not too distant future?
We ignore these issues? Yes, we do. 
With a vast sigh of , relief we consign 
them to the omnipotent men of science. 
When we try to think about them, our 
brains start boiling unbearably.
Postmaster Advises 
College Students O n  
Care O f  Packages
I f  it’s worth mailing, it’s worth fixing
•We like this sign which a Postmaster 
has placed outside the parcel post window 
of his small post office. We noticed it 
because of its pertinence right now, just 
before the big Christmas rush, as few 
things are more annoying than having a 
gift parcel broken in the mails.
Of course, you can and should insure 
your package, but the best way of in­
suring their safe delivery is to pack them 
so that they may stand the trip they are 
to make. This means good stout cartons, 
strong wrapping paper, adhesive tape, 
and good strong cord. Speaking of cord, 
make sure that it is tied securely. Oc­
casionally a package will become untied 
even before it has left the post office 
of mailing. ,
For Fragile Packages
If an article is unusually fragile, expert 
packers recommend making a first parcel 
and then packing it within a second 
larger parcel. This does much to protect 
the article from outside impacts and 
shocks.
Another help in insuring safe arrival 
is to mail your package early and avoid 
the big push when the mail is many times 
its normal volume.
Parcels for distant states should be 
mailed by December 10th. If you are un­
able to mail some of your parcels until 
late, remember the special services avail­
able: Air Mail, Special Handling and 
Special Delivery.
You may mark parcels “Not to be 
opened till Christmas” and you may in­
clude your Christmas card or letter in­
side the package if you’ll just add the 
first class stamps on the outside of the 
package and write “Letter Enclosed" 
over the stamps.
Heavier Mail Expected
As classes at the University will con­
tinue through Dec. 20th this year it is 
anticipated that mailings from Durham 
will be heavier than usual. In view of 
this the post office will be open all day 
until 5 p.m. on Saturday, December 13 
and Saturday, December 20. To relieve 
the congestion at the window there will 
be additional mailing slots in the lobby.
We hope this will be of some help in 
getting your gift parcels through safely. 
We wrote it up because we liked what 
the little old postmaster said: If it’s 
worth mailing, it’s worth fixing.
S tu d y N o w  M ade O f  
19 5 8  Education Act
Graduate students soon may be rolling 
off collegiate assembly lines at a cost 
to the Federal Government of around 
$18,000 each, according to a study of 
the National Defense Education Act of 
1958 released today by The College Life 
Insurance Company of America.
Married students with two children 
will receive $3,200 in their first year of 
study, increasing to $3,600 in their third 
year. Moreover, the school they are at­
tending may become the beneficiary of 
Uncle Sam to the tune of an added 
$7,500.
Inspired by Sputnik
John Burkhart, College Life president, 
observed that this legislation, supposedly 
inspired by Sputnik, makes going back 
to school most attractive to the student 
but may place fresh strains on an al­
ready foundering Federal budget.
He stated that many of the programs 
initiated under the act will require greatly 
expanded future appropriations. For ex­
ample, the much publicized student loan 
program authorized the expenditure of 
$295 million through 1961 but only $6 
million has thus far been appropriated.
Debaters Compete 
In U V M  Tourney
The debating team, coached by Mrs. 
Margie Williamson, recently sent eight 
of its varsity members to the Univer­
sity of Vermont to compete in U V M ’s 
Twelfth Annual Debate Tournament.
Friday and Saturday, November 21 
and 22, four teams held a total of twen­
ty debates at UVM  and were able to 
win only four decisions in the two-day 
tourney.
The teams of John Zanes-Nick Cali- 
tri, and Clyde Coolidge-Bob Colinane, 
each won two out of four contests, 
while neither of the other teams, Phil 
Copp-Betty Lyons, and Chauncey Up- 
hoff-Robin Steady were able to manage 
a victory.
52 Colleges Participated
There were 52 colleges represented 
in the giant affair —  probably the larg­
est debate tournament among New 
England Colleges. In all 1030' people 
were officially involved as debaters, 
coaches, critics, chairman-timekeepers, 
a n d  a d m i n i s t r a t o r s .
T w o rounds were held Friday night 
and three rounds on Saturday, with 
the official results announced at a ban 
quet Saturday night. There was no 
grand champion chosen, because of the 
large number of teams.
The Vermont Tournament is held 
early in the year to familiarize the de­
baters with the national debate topic 
and to give them time to prepare their 
arguments and polish their speeches 
for the coming season.
Miss Clark Opens 
A rt Exhibition Here
An exhibition of hand-woven fabrics 
and jewelry, designed and executed by 
Winifred Clark, a member of the staff 
of the Department of The Arts opened 
in the gallery of the Library on Tuesday, 
December 2, and will continue to De­
cember 19. The exhibition is arranged 
so as to suggest the use of fabrics in in 
terior decoration, particularly in the home, 




For the first time in many years the 
dramatic workshop portion of the Mask 
and Dagger season ticket theatre sched­
ule will be a three-act play, Goodbye My 
Fancy, the childish adult comedy by Fay 
Kanin, will be performed this year in 
lieu of the usual three one-acts. This 
play, with a complete cast of twenty, 
picked from among Professor J. Donald 
Batcheller’s English 47 group, will un­
doubtedly be a difficult undertaking but 
should prove rewarding to .both cast and 
audience alike.
The witty and risque comedy concerns 
a congresswoman who returns to her old 
school to be awarded an honorary de­
gree. A certain whimsical understanding 
of the fresh young graduates, past love 
revived, and a conflict with trustees over 
the objectionability of a film, all lead 
the congresswoman into the arms of an 
old wartime acquaintance who is cov­
ering the event as a Life photographer.
From there on, as the critics so aptly 
put it, it’s just one happy ending, 
(continued on page 10)
Prom -perfect. . .  
or for 
any date
It’s easy to see why Arrow White 
Shirts are the most popular on 
campus. Authentic in every style 
detail, they’re the best-fitting  
shirts in circulation today.
Our exclusive Mitoga®-tailoring 
makes them that way from collar 
to cuff to waist. “Sanforized” fab­
rics keep their fit and the wildest 
bop won’t pop their anchored but­
tons. $4.00 up.
Cluett, Peabody & Co., Inc.
'-A R R O W -* '
f irs t  in fash ion
Nancy Lynne Pettes 
Is Dairy Princess 
For N e w  Hampshire
By Andrea Viano
Nancy Lynne Pettes, a freshman 
from -Canaan New Hampshire who is 
New Hampshire’s Dairy Princess, was 
recently a contestant for the title of 
“ Dairy Queen of the United States” .
Nancy was chosen to represent New 
Hampshire’s dairy industry and to aid 
in its promotion partly because o f her 
extensive background in dairying and 
4-H work. She has raised registered 
Guernsey cows for five years, and at 
the Eastern States Exposition of 1956, 
she was awarded the title of “ New 
Hampshire’s Outstanding Y o u n g  
Guernsey Breeder” . Last year Nancy 
was the New Hampshire dress review 
winner and modeled at the 4-H Nation­
al Club Congress in Chicago. She and 
her two sisters, Carolyn and Mary Lou, 
sang as a trio and won the state talent 
show sponsored by 4-H. In 1957 she 
(continued on page 10)
Z )k e  C o lle g e  S h o p
P. O. Block Durham, N. H.
On Campus withMaxOhukan
{B y the Author of “Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "and, 
“Barefoot B oy with Cheek.")
ADVENTURES IN SOCIAL SCIENCE: NO. 1
“ The proper study of mankind is man,”  said Geoffrey Chaucer 
in his immortal Casey At the Bat, and I couldn’t agree more. In 
these tangled times it is particularly proper to study man—how 
he lives and works. Accordingly, this column, normally devoted 
to slapdash waggery, will from time to time turn a serious eye 
on the social sciences.
In making these occasional departures, I have the hearty ap­
proval of the makers of Philip Morris Cigarettes, whose interest 
is not only in providing young Americans with fine cigarettes, 
matchlessly blenddd of vintage tobaccos, grown with loving 
care and harvested with tender mercy, then cured with com­
passionate patience and rolled into firm tasty cylinders and 
brought to you in long size or regular, in soft pack or flip-top 
box, at prices which wreak no havoc on the most stringent of 
budgets, but who are equally concerned with broadening the 
minds and extending the intellectual vistas of every college 
man and woman!
I, for one, am not unmoved by this great-heartedness, and 
though I know it is considered chic these days to disparage one’s 
employers, I shall not. Indeed, I shall cry “ Huzzah!”  for the 
makers of Philip Morris. I shall cry “ Huzzah!”  and “ Viva!”  
and “ 016!”  and “ Ochichoonya!”
But I digress. For our first lesson in social science, let us 
turn to economics, often called the queen of the social sciences. 
(Sociology is the king of the social sciences. Advertising is the 
jack.)
Economics breaks down into two broad general classifica­
tions: 1) coins; 2) folding money. But-before taking up these 
technical aspects, let us survey briefly the history of economics. 1
Economics was discovered by the Englishman, Adam Smith. 
He published his findings in 1786, but everybody giggled so 
hard that Smith, blushing hotly, gave up the whole thing and 
went into the cough drop business with his brother.
For long years after that economics lay neglected while the 
world busied itself with other things, like the birth of Victor 
Hugo, the last days of Pompeii, and the Bunny Hug.
Then one day while flying a kite during a thunderstorm, the 
American, Henry George (also called Thorstein Veblen), dis­
covered the law of diminishing returns, and then, boy, the fat 
was in the fire! Before you could say “ knife”  the Industrial 
Revolution was on ! Mechanization and steam power resulted 
in prodigies of production. For example, before the Industrial 
Revolution, a Welsh artisan, named Dylan Sigafoos, used to 
make horse-shoes by hand at the rate of four a day. After the 
Industrial Revolution, with the aid of a steam engine, Sigafoos 
was able to make entire horses!
And so it went—factories rising from the plains, cities bur­
geoning around the factories, transport and commerce keeping 
pace—until today, thanks to economics, we have smog, reces­
sions, and economics textbooks at $7.50 per copy.
) 1958 M ax Shulman
i
The makers o f Philip Morris are no economists, but they do 
understand supply and demand. Some people demand filter 
cigarettes, so they supply the finest— Marlboro, o f  course! 
Great flavor, improved filter— a lot to like!
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New jets range the world at 
close to the speed of sound. 
People travel, products move 
in almost half the flying 
time. Wanted: more commercial 
je t aviation specialists.
CH ESTERFIELD  KING circles the
globe with the Men of America in 





Jill heard the front door open and shut 
with its usual lifeless sounds. She knew 
without looking at her watch that it was 
five-fifteen on the dot. Alan walked into 
the living room, tossed his briefcase and 
overcoat down on the sofa, and asked 
lightly, “What’s for supper, honey?” Jill 
picked up the coat and briefcase, smoothed 
down the sofa cover, and replied icily, 
“Tuna fish casserole, and pleaSe hang up 
your coat.” Smiling as though he had not 
heard her, Alan took the overeat and went 
on, “ Gee easiest day I ’ve had at the 
Qffice for a week. We didn’t have to —” 
“ I wish you’d hang up your coat 
NOW, not two hours after supper!” 
Suddenly he was scowlinsr sharply, 
“ O.K., O.K.! Spit it out! What’s on 
your mind now?”
“ Oh, Alan! How can you be so 
damned casual so soon?”
“Look Jill, Tommy is dead. He’s been 
dead for two months.”  Alan tried to re­
main calm. .“ Do you think I like it? 
Do you think it makes me happy? The 
fact remains that you and I are alive 
and have to go on living. We can’t just 
fold up and hide for a year or two.”
“But you-you’re just as calm as if it 
had never happened. You’ve just recover­
ed completely, haven’t you? Not that he 
ever meant anything to you anyhow!” Jill 
bit her lip and wished she hadn’t quite 
said that. She looked at Alan. For a few 
seconds he looked as though he were go­
ing to hit her. Then he spoke In a care­
fully controlled voice. “Look what do 
you want me to do? Go out and get 
drunk? Crack up the car? What do you 
want ?”  She started to cry- He shouted 
this time. “What do you want, damn it !” 
Jill dropped his briefcase and ran out of 
the room. He heard the 'bedroom door 
slam. With a sigh he picked up his 
briefcase and walked over to the desk in 
the corner. As he set it down he saw 
a picture of Tommy taken the previous 
year at his fifth birthday party. He was 
holding the little red Iball he loved so 
much. “ Gee, that kid sure would put up 
a fuss if you tried to take that ball away 
from him,”  Alan thought. His wife’s 
words came back to him. “Not that he ever 
meant much to you anyway T” He clenched 
his fists and stared at the picture. His 
thoughts went back to the day Tommy 
died. He had been on vacation at the 
time, and had planned a day of golf. 
When he’d gotten up, Jill had started 
harping on taking Tommy to the zoo. 
They had fought, and finally, in a fury 
o f defeat Alan had taken Tommy to the 
zoo. He had watched the boy. He had 
really tried to be careful of the kid, 
damn it, but he’d just turned away for 
one second, or so it seemed, and he heard 
the crowd scream and then saw Tommy 
reaching toward the lion’s cage, his hand 
so, close-so god-damned close! Alan 
covered his eyes as if to blot out the 
memory of those horrible few minutes, 
but he only saw more clearly than ever 
the startled, uncomprehending look on 
Tommy’s face as the lion’s jaws closed 
over his small arm and pulled him up 
the bars of the cage and then in with two 
silent, vicious tugs. He lit a cigarette, 
his hand shaking as he held the match. 
“ Maybe she’s right,” he said aloud. “May­
be I didn’t give a damn. I just stood 
there and . . . watched. Christ! At least 
she didn’t have to watch!” He looked at 
Tommy’s picture again and was startled 
at how much like Jill the boy looked. 
He had her eyes and her smile. “Oh, 
•Hell!” he muttered, and got up. He 
looked around the room for a minute. 
He seemed to see the furniture for the 
first time; it all looked very strange to 
him. There was a rather stifling neat­
ness about the room. Alan walked out 
into the kitchen. The table was set and 
the casserole was sitting on top of the 
stove. He picked the dish up and started 
towards the table with it. Suddenly it was 
burning his hands and he could not hold 
it. It crashed to the floor and broke into 
many pieces. He stood rubbing his hands 
together and staring at the shattered 
casserole dish. Some of the juice oozed 
out between two of the broken pieces of 
glass and formed a little puddle. Against 
the tidy kitdhen the mess on the floor 
seemed to stand out. “My God,” he 
thought, “Am I going nuts? Was she 
always this neat?” He looked up sud­
denly. Jill was standing in the doorway, 
a questioning look on her face. Alan 
pointed to the floor and said, “ I dropped 
it. Do you want to go out for supper?”
Forward and Backward
A  little pine stands alone 
In a bowl of browth earth,
Green against Spring’s last snow 
Which leaves the pine 
Looking like a potted plant 
Out of place in the field.
But, for the taller pines behind,
This is the scout and leader,
The generation they fostered 
Which spring new from the old 
Leading the new struggle 
For the forest against the field.
The men who made the fields 
Are dead; lying in the graves,
Tiny square burial plots 
Of granite, marble, and slate, 
Broken slabs in the shade of the trees 
Which marched across the fields, 
Over the broken fence, the plot,
The cellar-hole,
The farms of New England.
The queer quaint verses 
Are a testament to the old life,
And the children, sons and daughters, 
Live in the suburbs and cities;
The tents of the harlot camp- 
followers 
Of the Knight of Business.
Judson Sanderson
“Alan, I want to talk —”
“Look! Forget it, will you? O.K. If 
it makes you feel better I’ll say I ’m a 
selfish bastard and I didn’t like the kid! 
I gave him twenty-five cents to go pat 
the lions while I had a beer! I . . 
Suddenly he was crying loudly — his 
whole body shaking.
Jill walked over to him and put her 
arms around him. “Alan, I love you,” 
she said softly. “I’m sorry I ever said 
that to you about Tommy. If anybody 
was selfish that day it was me. I wanted 
to get him out from underfoot so T could 
work around the house, and I didn’t even 
consider you. I guess I haven’t considered 
you much at all since then. For what it’s 
worth, I ’m sorry.”
After a few minutes Alan stopped cry­
ing, lit another cigarette, and said, with 
a shaky attempt at his former calmness, 
“ I ’ve sort of ruined our supper. I ’m 
sorry.” Jill smiled and replied, “Oh, that’s 
all right. I ’ll clean it up dear.” Alan 
watched her get the dustpan and broom 
and start sweeping up the broken glass. 
•She very carefully picked up the largest 
pieces of glass and placed them in the 
dustpan and then swept up the smaller 
bits, going over the area three times with 
broom as if not able to convince herself 
that all the bits of glass had been found. 
Then she got a damp sponge and scrub­
bed the floor, working meticulously on 
little areas apparently dirtier than the 
rest. She did not look up, and he could 
tell that she was crying. As he watched 
her sweep he began to understand.
The Skater
Beneath the hill shadows like stealthy 
culprits creep,
Seeking ,to rob the lake of its last 
touch of day.
The solitary skater with one sudden 
sweep
Curves to the snow rimmed edge 
As one lone gull calls to a banished mate 
And then is gone from sound or sight. 
Evening lets her velvet curtain drop 
And it is night.
By Mrs. Marjorie Wells
There was a young lady from Scott, 
Who wasn’t all everyone thought,
For magazine ads
Had convinced her that pads
Would help her where nature had not.
Cadet Teachers . . .
(continued from page 1) 
the Kittery, Maine school system, 
teaching art.
The vocational agriculture cadet this 
semester is William Zeller. He is in 
Keene. Next semester, Robert Barrows 
will teach vocational agriculture in 
Dover High School.
Phys. Ed. Cadets
The women physical education cadets 
start teaching on February ninth also, 
and practice until May 29, 1959. The 
semester is divided into two, with each 
girl working one half in an elementary 
school, and one half in a secondary 
school. In the elementary schools, each 
grade meets twice a week. Group 
games, rhythms, stunts and tumbling, 
and softball are taught.
In the high school, each cadet meets 
five gym classes daily and assists in 
intramurals. Sometimes they are asked 
to coach cheerleading. They instruct 
students in dancing, volleyball, tennis 
and in softball.
Receive Six Credits
These cadets live on campus and 
commute on Tuesdays and Thursdays 
to schools in the vicinity. They provide 
their own transportation and attend 
regular classes here at the university 
on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. 
They receive six credits for their prac­
tice teaching.
Next semester the following women 
will be cadets in physical education: 
Sarah Jean Philips, Margaret Mays, 
Jane Milette, Sandra Hazen, Beverly 
Englehardt, Louise Nutt, Elinor Cal­
lahan, Nancy Lloyd, Shirley Roper, 
Nancy Gilman, Elizabeth Belletete, and 
Mrs. Joanne Leslie.
Martha Dodge and Edwina Collette 
will do field work on Tuesday and 
Thursday afternoons and evenings in 
recreation.
Home Ec. Cadets
Future home economics teachers be­
gin their practice teaching also on Feb­
ruary ninth. Their session is eight 
weeks long, with the first week being 
observation. They assume responsibi­
lity for one additional class each week.
B y jjie  end of eight weeks, the cadets 
will have charge of all duties perform­
ed by a teacher. This includes all 
classes, homeroom, Future Homemak­
ers of America Club, participation in 
P T A  meetings, and work on evalua­
tion teams. They receive seven credits 
for practice teaching.
After the eight weeks, the girls re­
turn to Durham where they then re­
side in Demeritt House. During these 
last weeks of the second semester, the
The Bookcase
By Carlene Richardson
W. Somerset Maugham said in his in­
troduction to Of Human Bondage, “A  
novel is not. a scientific work nor a work 
of edification. So far as the reader is 
concerned it is a work which purports 
to offer him intelligent entertainment.” 
The semi-autobiographical novel, Of Hu­
man Bondage, is entertainment of the 
type that will let you sympathize, rejoice, 
cry, ache and laugh with its hero, Philip 
Carey.
At the impressionable age of nine 
Philip suffered from two disadvantages: 
He was an orphan, living with fanatical­
ly religious relations, and he limped — 
with a clubfoot. Philip rebelled against 
taking holy orders and joined a London 
firm as a clerk. That scheduled life 
stifled him, and he crossed the channel 
to Paris, where he succumbed to the 
study of art.
Following a dedicated, but unprofit­
able, year with his brushes, Philip en­
tered medical school. Then he met Mil­
dred, and fell gloriously into the tor­
ment of love for this anemic waitress. 
Grasping and ignorant, Mildred allowed 
Philip to spend his money to entertain 
and keep her. She bore another man’s 
child and moved in with Philip. In a fit 
of rage Mildred destroyed Philip’s 
possessions and left him. Philip’s studies 
had already suffered, he had no money, 
and so, to save himself from starvation, 
he took on the tortuous occupation of 
shop-walker. Finally, Fortune, by means 
of an inheritance, pulled Philip up from 
despair and into his last phase of medi­
cal school.
Mr. Maugham takes us into the small 
boy’s realm of loneliness, through the re­
ligious struggles of the youth, the first 
love of a young man, the heartbreaking
students attend regular classes as well 
as a daily seminar for which they re­
ceive three credits. As the semester is 
cut in half, they meet three classes for 
six hours a week apiece.
These cadets include: Carolyn Pettes
—  Rundlet Jr. High in Concord, Carol 
Saunders —  Manchester, Denise Skil­
lings — Exeter, and Marilyn Stevens
— Hopkington High in Contoocook, 
New Hampshire.
Tony's Bicycle Shop
Bicycles Built For Two For Hire 
Skates Sharpened, Parts and Accessories 
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Durham Tel. 284-W
fight for survival, and on into the peace­
ful triumphs of a man’s self-knowledge 
and unselfish love.
Another book that provides “ intelli­
gent entertainment” is End of The Chap­
ter, one of John Galsworthy’s fine novels 
dealing with “ Forsytism.” “Forsytism” 
is a product of the British upper-middle 
class, and is evidenced in their clan in­
stinct, love of tradition and property, and 
tightly reigned emotions. End, of The 
Chapter does not deal directly with the 
same family of The Forsyth Saga, al­
though a Forsyth does drop in now and 
then for tea. The story concerns the de­
cisive years in the family life of the 
Cherrells of Condaford Grange. The 
Cherrells were far from wealthy, in fact, 
young Dinny Cherrell often could not 
afford the bus fare to London to keep her 
dates with Wilfred Desert. Wilfred, once 
thoroughly English, had spent most of 
his adult life in the bazaars and deserts 
of the Near East. After Wilfred’s return 
to England, wild stories of his conversion 
to the Moslem faith quickly spread 
through the London clubs and the coun­
try houses. When Dinny announced her 
intention to marry this young renunci- 
ator, all the “Forsytism” of the shocked 
Cherrell family gripoed its members like 
puppet strings, and they moved confident­
ly into a genteel, but efficient, drawing­
room posse.
In addition to being a pleasant escape 
from your own everyday society, End of 
The Chapter is told in such a way that 
it provides a thorough study of that cer­
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Wildcats Down Bowdoin 67-56. Lose 2nd 78-67
W ildcat Hoopsters 
Battle To Victory 
O v e r Maine Club
By A1 Vincent
Durham, N. H., Dec. 1 — The Wildcat 
hoopsters played their first game of the 
season when they encountered the Bow 
doin Black Bears.
The Wildcats paced by Doug Macey of 
Concord, N. H., defeated the Bears 67 
56. Macey was the high scorer for the 
evening producing 16 points for the home 
team.
In order to gain this victory the Cats 
had to come from behind in the second 
half. When the two clubs left the floor 
at the end of the first 20 minutes Bow- 
doin had a commanding lead, 32-24. At 
this point in the game it looked mighty 
bleak for the few fans that were on hand.
During the first half the big Blue 
could not seem to get going. They were 
being consistently being out gunned by 
the Bowdoin team. The Bears were a 
much smaller team but were able to out- 
rebound the larger N. H. club.
During the first 20 minutes 6-5 center, 
Pete Smilikis was the top UNH scorer. 
The rest of the team could not seem to 
find the basket. Meanwhile the Bowdoin 
men were continually pumping markers 
through the hoop.
With the change in Baskets the UNH 
club seem to be an entirely new team. 
Led by the brilliant scoring of Doug 
Macey and Tim Lindman they managed 
to chalk up 43 points before the bell 
sounded. The rebounding and ballhandling 
of the team improved along with the 
shooting. The ball hawking of Greene and 
Parmenter was a very wonderful thing 
to watch.
Outstanding play by Macey, Lindman 
and Smilikis on offense added to the 
defensive performance of Parmenter and 
Greene proved too much for the Bowdoin 
aggregation. They were unable to con­
tinue there first half performance. This 
was probably do to the new defense that 
Coach Bill Olsen used in the second half. 
He had Captain Terry Parmenter play­
ing the first half high scorer of Bowdoin. 
With this be deployed the other men in 
a two and two formation.
High scorer for the evening was Macey, 
16 points, followed by Smilikis with 15, 
Lindman 13, Parmenter 5, and Greene 6. 
Hargen and Flaker each tallied 2 points 
while Pete Davis hit for a 5. The scoring 














The hockey fans here at UNH will 
be able to see the Blue in action on 
November 17, at 7 :30 p.m. at the Batch- 




10 Third Street 
Telephone Dover SH 2-116$
Tim Lindman Rebounds
Dud Flaker Drives in
Army ROTC Team Beats 
Dartmouth But Loses Later
The Army ROTC team opened the 
season right this year by beating the 
Dartmouth Army ROTC team in a postal 
match 15 November. UNH ’ers score was 
1377 to Dartmouth’s 1358. Zwolinski was 
high shooter with 284 followed closely 
by Newski with 281.
We had a successful trip to Vermont 
21 and 22 November with the varsity. We 
beat St. Michael's 1396 to 1333. Zwolin­
ski was the high shooter of the match 
with 286. Hoeh tied for second with 281. 
Dartmouth beat us by two points, 1378 to 
1376. Bassett was high shooter for UNH 
with 284.
In the match against Norwich, Ver­
mont was also there. Norwich beat us 
1413 to 1390, and we beat Vermont 1390 
to 1353. Zwolinski was the high shooter 
of this match with 290, and Bassett was 
tied for second with 287.
We had a match here 6 December 
where we beat Bowdoin and MIT beat 
us. Zwolinski was the high shooter of 
the team with 284. MIT had the high 
shooter for the match with 288.
VermontCatamounts 
Set Back Wildcats 
In 7 8 - 6 7  Triumph
By Dick Shea
Burlington, Vt., Dec. 6 — The Uni­
versity of Vermont Catamounts took an 
early lead and never relinquished it to­
night, as they set baqk a doughty Uni­
versity of New Hampshire five 78 to 67 
in a hard-fought battle at the Memorial 
Auditorium.
Nearly 2400 fans witnessed Coach Fuz­
zy Evans’ Catamounts pounce to an early 
lead, Vermont never trailed in the entire 
game.
Paced by fiery captain Bob Kuchar 
with 22 points and Bob Gallagher with 
20, the Catamounts managed to stave off 
two New Hampshire threats in the second 
half. At one time the visitors trailed by 
a single point.
The main thorn in New Hampshire’s 
side was Gallagher in the second half. The 
6-4 senior from Lyndhurst, N. J., tossed 
in eight field goals in that stanza to 
bring his team through the all out New 
Hampshire attack.
Tim Lindman and Doug Macey led 
the Wildcat attack. Lindman displayed a 
marvelous soft touch on his hook shot, 
and the Catamounts really had trouble 
keeping him away from the basket.
The New Hampshire playmaker was 
captain Terry Parmenter from Man­
chester. Terry didn’t score a point in 
the game, but not many that were netted 
were without his assistance. His snappy 
passing and play calling were_ a major 
cog in the strong New Hampshire second 
half.
Vermont held a nine point lead at the 
end of the first half, 43-34. At the start 
of the second period, the Wildcats grad­
ually diminished this lead, until they were 
within two points of tying the game. 
But then Gallagher started hitting, and 
Clyde Lord and Charlie Isles combined 
to control the backboards. The Vermont 
lead was again widened — this time to 
nine points before New Hampshire be­
gan creeping up again.
Then, with less than five minutes re­
maining in the game, the visitors fired 
up and brought themselves to within a 
point of the Catamounts.
But the Catamount defense held and 
New Hampshire started fouling, in a 
desperate attempt to get the ball. The 
score board failed in these closing minu­
tes so that it was impossible for the 
players to tell exactly how much time 
they had left.
Both teams now have won one and 
lost one game.
BOX SCORE
VERM ONT FG FT Pts.
Giordano 2 1 5
Lord 4 6 14
Gallagher 10 0 20
Isles 4 5 13
Kuchar 9 4 22
Weiner 0 0 0
Robinson 0 0 0
Zingg 2 0 4

































Splash on Old Spice After Shave Lotion. Feel your 
face wake up and live! So good for your skin. . .  
so good for your ego. Brisk as an ocean breeze, 
Old Spice makes you feel like a new man. Confident. 
Assured. Relaxed. You know you’re at your best 
when you top off your shave with Old Spice! TOO
w e
plus tax
AFTER SHAVE LOTION 
by SHULTON
Scenes From The Sidelines
Wildcat Hoopsters Darkliorse
B Y  A L  V IN C E N T
The W in ter Sports season is now  underw ay. The W ildcat basket­
ball team has played tw o gam es, w inning their first over a small 
but tough B ow doin  club, and dropping their second in a real 
thriller to the V erm ont Catam ounts. T he Catamounts, w ho finished 
tied for second place in the Y ankee C onference last season, hope to 
challenge U C onn ’s ten year dom ination o f the league’s hoop stand­
ings. In this gam e last year the Cats set an all time U N H  scoring 
mark by dum ping V erm ont 97-85.
T he W ildcats have a rough schedule, since in their first three 
gam es they meet num ber one challenger and favorite in the Yankee 
C onference, V erm ont and C onnecticut. Thus they can hardly afford 
to experim ent with the ball club. This puts Coach Bill Olsen at 
a slight disadvantage. E ven after the loss to V erm ont the W ildcats 
could still be a darkhorse in this years race. T h ey  can m atch the 
Huskies in altitude with Pete Smilikis, 6-5, and Pete D avis, 6-5, 
in the line-up. T o  these tw o vets 6-4 T im  Lindm an may be added 
to give the team added height and rebounding potential. C onnecti­
cut has lost her tw o b iggest men, center B illy  Schm idt and A1 
Cooper. H ugh Greer has tw o boys w ho are rugged 6-5 rebounders, 
W ayne D avis and E d M artin. On paper the H uskies are a bit 
weaker, although they have som e good  strong men from  last year’s 
freshmen team. But these boys are still untested.
The sore spot for the W ildcats is scoring. Last year Connecticut, 
was one o f the top scoring clubs in the country. Jack R ose, w ho 
made A ll C onference laslj. year and is picked as the man to watch 
in the Yankee C onference this year, is back along w ith another 
A ll C onference team mate John P ipczynske. R ose scored 350 points 
last w inter and still retains his deadly eye. N ew  H am pshire must 
find a good  consistent point getter. A t the present m om ent it looks 
like this man m ight be found. H e could com e from  one o f tw o fel­
low s, T im  Lindm an or D ou g  M acey. Lindm an, w ho is also a strong 
rebounder, m ight be the one. H e has a deadly hook  shot which 
could be the w eapon that Coach O lsen has been look ing for. In the 
past tw o gam es he has averaged 15 points per game.
A nother that m ight give the W ildcats scoring strength is junior 
D ou g  M acey. H e played very good  ball last season and seems to 
have im proved considerably. D ou g  has been the top scorer o f the 
club so far. H e has averaged better than 16 points a gam e. A nother 
man on the team that m ight bear w atching is Joe H agen. Joe holds 
the N. H. state tournam ent record, which by the way, he w on 
from  T im  Lindm an. Pete Smilikis, although he hasn’t show n it yet, 
could com e through for the Cats. I f tw o of these boys can make 
the grade the Cats w ill have their one tw o scoring punch that they 
have been lacking in the past.
The W ildcat hoopsters show  a lot o f prom ise this year, probably 
m ore than any club in the past few  years. L et’s hope that Coach 
Bill Olsen can bring the boys through and vice versa.
Congratulations are forw arded to Lred M ckee o f C larem ont, N. H ., 
for being elected captain o f the 1958 freshm an cross country team 
at the U niversity o f N ew  H am pshire.
H e is a fine prospect for the varsity, as he finished first in three 
o f the last four dual m eets for  the U N H  K ittens. H e also was the 
first U N H  runner to finish in the N ew  Englands.
Lred started the season slow ly  and placed fifth as N ew  H am p­
shire lost to the pow erful R hode Island Ram s. This meet took 
place only one w eek after school opened and just tw o weeks after 
the frosh started practicing. T he fo llow in g  week, M ckee took  
second as the K ittens whipped Phillips E xeter A cadem y and then 
tied for first with team mate A lan Johnson o f Portsm outh as the team 
buried^ M I T ’s frosh. Lred then finished the season in grand style, 
capturing first place in races with N ew  H am pton Prep and U M ass., 
to finish as high scorer for the year.
There are no reports available yet on the varsity ski team, or 
frosh basketball, track, or hockey. H ow ever, rum or has it that the 
Class o f ’62 contains som e g ood  hockey p layers; at least enough 
to field a good  first team.
I w ould like to apologize to the H ock ey  team for  inferring that 
they are a secondary club. I f  they can have as good  a season as 
last year, they w ill be one o f the m ost im portant clubs on qampus. 
If  ̂ any other athletic teams took  offense at m y use o f the w ord 
minor, apologies are extended to you.
Eustis 0 0 0
Davis 4 0 8
Flaker 4 0 8
Hargan 0 0 0
Reynolds 1 0 2
TOTALS 29 9 67
H ALF: Vt. 43, UNH 34 




Phi Mu Delta .................................... 1-0
Acacia .................................................  1-0
ATO ..................................................... 1-0
Lamibda Chi ..........................    0-1
Sigma Beta .........................................  0-1
Theta Chi ...........................................  0-1
Benedicts .................................    0-0
Results
Acaoia 24 ....................  Lamibda Chi 18
ATO 45 ................................. Theta Chi 37
Phi Mu Delta 43 ............ Sigma Beta 15
League “B”
PiKA ................................................... 1.0
PhiDU ........   1-0
SAE ..................................................... 1-0
AGR ..................................................... 0-1
Kappa Sigma .....................    0-1
Theta Kappa Phi .............................. 0-1
TKE ..................................  0-0
Results
SAE 33   .................  Kappa Sigma 16
PiKA .............................. Theta Kappa 29
PhiDU .........................................  AGR 23
League “C”
NO GAMES PLAYED YE T
Team Convert To 
W inter Specialties
The beginning of December marks a 
period of transition for the University 
of New Hampshire cross country team.
Most of the boys who helped Coach 
Paul Sweet’s team to a 4-1 dual meet 
record, fourth place in the Yankee Con­
ference, and seventh in the New Eng­
lands begin converting to their winter 
track specialities.
Sophomore ace Doug MacGregor will 
run the long distance races indoors after 
a tremondous season with the harriers. 
In his first year of varsity competition, 
MacGregor took first six times including 
the Yankee Conference meet where he 
set a course record in Amherst.
Cross country captain Hank Drabik of 
West Springfield, Mass., and Cal Fowler 
of Durham, will join the colorful runner 
from Tilton in the distances.
Junior Myron Selzer will convert to 
the 1,000 yard run and Bob O’Connell, 
who like Selzer hails from Portsmouth, 
will enter the hurdle and the dashes.
Another sophomore Ed Pelczar of 
Meredith will switch from roaming over 
the hills to rolling over the high jump 
bar this winter.
If these boys have as much success on 
the boards as they did on the outdoor 
courses, Paul Sweet will have a very 
enjoyable winter.
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Director Announces 
Season's Schedule
Durham, Nov. 21—University of New 
Hampshire Athletic Director, Carl Lund- 
holm has announced the hockey schedule 
for the 1958-59 hockey season.
The Wildcats, who posted a 13-3 record 
I last winter, tackle an eighteen game slate 
that includes perennial puck powers, ; 
Providence College, Colby, West Point, | 
Tufts, A.I.C., and Northeastern.
Pepper Martin, voted as Small Coach ; 
of the Year in 1958, has ten lettermen: 
returning from last year’s fine squad 
which won rr'me games and scored more 
goals than any other UNH team in his­
tory.
The complete schedule:
Dec. 16 MIT Away
Dec. 17 Tufts Home
Jan. 7 Bowdoin Home
Jan. 8 Colby Away
Jan. 1U Massachusetts Home
Jan. 13 Northeastern Away
Jan. 17 A.I.C. Home
Jan. 20 Norwich Home
Feb. 12 Bowdoin Away
Feb. 13 Tufts Away
Feb. 14 M.I.T. Home
Feib. 18 Colby Home
Feb. 20 Massachusetts Away
Feb. 21 West Point Away
Fab. 25 Norwich Away
Feb. 28 Amherst Away
Mar. 4 Providence Home




N O W  AVAILABLE AT 
BOOKSTORE
50 cents per copy
Carberry Shoe Store
A good place to buy shoes for the entire 
family for every occasion
UPPER SQUARE, DOVER 
W e Give S&H Stamps
Hockeymen Cheer 
As Mercury Dips 
And Rink Freezes
By A1 Vincent
The chill winds and freezing temper­
atures of early winter will bring smiles 
to the faces of at least one group at the 
University. The Wildcat hockey team 
welcomes the dipping mercury which 
means ice will form on the Harry S. 
Batchelder Rink.
Coach Pepper Martin’s men have not 
skated since they defeated Northeastern 
early in March ito climax a great season. 
Veterans of the squad that won 13 games 
and lost only 3 are anxious to get on 
blades once again.
This year Pepper is going to be having 
his troubles. Three of the top five scorers 
are gone. These five contributed heavily 
to the 89 goals that were scored by 
last year’s team. Last year’s first team 
goalie, Bozzo Kennedy, is ineligible. Top 
notch replacements for these holes do 
not look like they will be forthcoming 
as the frosh team of a year ago won 
only one game and scored only 14 points.
Hopes for a repeat of last year’-s suc­
cess depends upon developing a strong 
scoring punch. The Wildcats still have 
two of their high scorers back while 
the defense is still intact.
Alibie Brodeur, the little lamp lighter 
from Berlin, N. H., scored 14 times last 
season but nobody else on the present 
squad reached double figures. Sophomore 
Ray March, center, of Milton, Mass., had 
15 assists and 9 goals last year, but 
the only other consistent scorer was a 
defenseman, Mike Frigard of Gloucester, 
Mass., who tallied 7 times. One other 
boy who can score is Bob Patch. From 
these men Pepper Martin must find an­
other scoring punch. Bamibi King, Frank 
Jennings, and Walt Reed will be the boys 
that will .be setting up the plays. But the 
Cats will have to work overtime to pro­
duce the needed goals.
The defense still remains sound with 
Buster Clegg, Joe Upton, Mike Frigard 
and Charlie Heelan guarding the Blue 
line. With the loss of the first string 
goal tender a new one must be found. The 
two most promising candidates seem to 
be John Blewett, a sub last year, and Rod 
Blackburn, the freshman goalie from a 
year ago. Rod, who hails from Berlin, 
was an outstanding performer on the 
’61 club. In one game last winter he 
made 102 saves.
In talking to one of last year’s regu­
lars, Bambi Young, it was found that 
one of the things that made last season’s 
club such a powerful machine, spirit, is 
still prevalent. This alone may overcome 
some of Pepper Martin’s problems. Mar­
tin, however, will make no predictions 
about the future of his squad until he 
sees more of the present candidates on 
ice.
The Wildcat hockey club saw action 
for the first time this year when they 
scrimmaged Bowdoin. They defeated the 
Bowdoin Bears very handily, 6-3. One 
of the outstanding men was Rod Black­
burn. He came into the goal at the start 
of the second period with the score 3-1 
in favor of Bowdoin. After this the Bears 
were held scoreless. The Bowdoin team 
had been on the ice since early November 
while the Wildcats have only been skat­
ing since Thanksgiving.
There seems to be plenty of power 
left in the Wildcats pucksters so a good 
season might be in store for them.
Last winter, the Wildcats enjoyed a 
highly successful season by employing 
three different waves of forwards and 
Martin will try three new lines against 
M IT on Dec. 16. The Wildcats most ex­
perienced line consists of center Alibie 
Brodeur of Berlin and wings Bambi King 
of Concord and Walt Read of Framing­
ham, Mass. A line with potentially more 
scoring punch has Ray March of Milton, 
Mass., centering for Bob, Patch of Wen- 
ham, Mass., and Ted Sobozenski of Exe­
ter. The third line will consist of Warren 
Wilder of Portsmouth doing the center­
ing with Frank Jemnings flanking him. 
The third spot on this line has boiled 
down to a three way fight between sopho­
mores Dick Paradis of Nashua, Roger, 
Magenau of Concord, and Larry Bresna- 
han of Newbury.port, Mass. Last year, 
the Wildcat first line scored 27 goals, the 
second line tallied 27, and the third line 
21. If his new combination can come close 
to those totals, Martin, will be more than 
satisfied.
Miss Clark . . .
(continued from page 6)
A  living room, dining room, and bed­
room are furnished with upholstered 
pieces, rugs and draperies, all the hand 
products of Miss Clark’s loom. Also 
included in this exhibition are pieces 
of raised silver and jewelry in precious 
metals.
Winifred Clark graduated from Iowa 
State College and taught Home Econom­
ics in midwestern high schools before 
turning to the crafts. She earned a 
M.F.A. degree in metalsmithing, ceram­
ics and weaving at the Cranbrook Acad­
emy of Art and has studied crafts in 
Mexico, the Toledo Museum of Art and 
the Art Institute of Chicago. She ex­
hibits her weaving and jewelry regularly 
in museum shows throughout the coun­
try and has received several first awards, 
in the Toledo Museum of Art Annual 
Crafts Exhibition, the Wichita Annual 
Crafts Show and the National Decorative 
Arts and Ceramics Exhibitions. She is 
a regular contributor to The League of 
New Hampshire Arts and Crafts.
She is currently engaged in research 
relating to a time-cost-sales study of 
silver and gold hand made jewelry.
The Gallery hours are:
Monday through Friday, 9-12 a.m.; 
1-5 p.m.; 6-10 p.m. Saturdays, 9-12 a.m.; 
Sundays, 6-10 p.ni.
Our Own Bulshoi Bulletts Preform
©  A .  T .  CU,
Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE
Product of J^n&sue&n (Jcrfrciaeo-C&nyHvny-— c/o&teeo- is our middle name
N.
Get the genuine article
S P E A K  T H I N K L I S H !  MAKE $25
Just put two words together to form a new 
one. Thinklish is so easy you’ll think of dozens 
of new words in seconds! We’ll pay $25 each 
for the hundreds of Thinklish words judged 
best—and we’ll feature many in our college 
ads. Send your Thinklish words (with English 
translations) to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt. 
Vernon, N. Y . Enclose your name, address, 
college or university and class.
English: W ITLESS FOOTBALL PLAYER English: noisy in se c t
English: G IANT RODENT
E n g lis h : CLOWN WHO BLOWS FUNNY SMOKE RINGS
Thinklish translation: In three-ring circles, this fellow’s known as “ Mr. 
Funnyman (largely because his name is Horace P. F u n n y m a n ) When he 
does his smoke-ring act, the tent’s in stitches. Naturally, this world-famous 
puffoon chooses Lucky Strike. “ I like the honest taste,”  he says. A  canvass 
(or tent poll) of the Big Top shows that this is no freak sentiment.
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Book Sale . . .
(continued from page 5) 
work of 13 famous modern writers. 
Pub. at $3.50. Sale — $1.49.
J. K. Huysmans —  TH E FIRST 
DECADENT, by J. Laver. First bio­
graphical-critical study in English of 
the notorious fin de siecle French nov­
elist who made an art of sensuality. 
Illus. Pub. at $6.25. Sale —  $1.49.
Margaret Truman’s Own Story —  
SOUVENIR. Autobiography of the 
ex-President’s daughter. Photos. Pub. 
at $3.95. Sale — $1.
TH E  SPINOZA DICTIONARY, 
ed. by D. D. Runes. Treasury of the 
great philosopher’s thought, etc., Pub. 
at $5.00. Sale —  $1.
T H E  COMPLETE M ADISON: 
His Basic Writings, ed. & intro, by S. 
K. Padover. Pub. at $4.00 Sale — $1.98.
A Treasury of English Literature —  
TH E HIGH H ILL OF MUSES, ed. 
by Hugh Kingsmill. 421 selections from 
the works of 86 great writers. Pub. at 
6.25. Sale —  $1.98.
TH E HEBREW  IMPACT ON 
W ESTERN CIVILIZATION, ed. by
D. D. Runes. Symposium on Jewish 
influence and achievement in science, 
medicine, politics, exploration, etc. 
Pub. at $6.00. Sale —  $1.
Touring America, 1859 —  MR. VES- 
SEY OF ENGLAND, ed. by B. W. 
Waters. Impressions of a Victorian 
traveler in our Old South, W ild West, 
etc. An authentic 19th century diary. 
Pub. at $2^5. Sale —  $1.
TH REE EARLY NINETEENTH  
CENTURY DIARIES, ed. by A. As- 
prnall. Hitherto-unpublished political 
diaries revealing all the fine points of 
the old W hig and Tory points of view. 
Illus. Pub. at $11.25. Sale —  $1.98. 
s', Greeley vs. Lincoln —  TH E PRIN­
TER AND TH E PRINCE, by J. H. 
Trietsch. Documented account of the 
famous editor's initial support and later 
amazing editorial attacks on all of Lin­
coln ’s official actions. Pub. at $6.00. 
Sale —  $1.
CASE HISTORIES IN PSYCHO­
SOMATIC MEDICINE, ed. by Dr. 
H. W . Miles, et al. 21 cases —  ulcers, 
asthma, narcotic withdrawal, etc. Illus. 
Pub. at $4.50. Sale —  $1.98.
OSCAR W ILD E  —  HIS FRIEND­
SHIPS AND FOLLIES, by L  Broad. 
The rise and fall of literature’s most 
controversial figure, in the light o f new­
ly available papers and modern psy­
chology. Pub. at $5.00. Sale — $1.98.
FABULOUS CONGO —  80 Specta­
cular Photo-Illustrations. By F. Bel- 
lotti. An eye-opening introduction to 
customs, rites and laws among the W a- 
tussi, Bantu, Pigmies, et al. Pub. at 
$7.50. Sale — $1.98.
American “Primitive” Painters —  
T H E Y  TAUGHT THEMSELVES, 
by S. Janis. 90 reproductions, 2 in co­
lor, of remarkable work by 30 self­
trained artists from all walks o f life. 
Special —  $1.98.
An Inspirational Treasury —  
CHRISTIAN CONVERSATION, ed. 
by A. Fremantle. 365 selections — 
Fine woodcuts. Pub. at $4.75. Sale — 
$1.98.
JULES LAFORGUE and the Ironic 
Inheritance by W . Ramsey. The defi­
nitive study of the great contemporary 
of Baudelaire and Rimbaud, Includes 
many Laforgue poems. Pub. at $5.00. 
Sale —  $1.98.
VALUES AND PERSONALITY, 
by Dr. Werner W olff. The theories and 
techniques of existential psychology 
and experimental depth psychology. 
Case histories. Pub. at $4.75. Sale — 
$1.98.
St. Francis to Schweitzer —  PATH­
W A Y S OF TH E INNER LIFE, ed.
by G. A. Barrois. Anthology of spirit­
ual writings. Pub. at $5.00. Sale — 
$1.98.
DICTIONARY OF EUROPEAN  
HISTORY, compiled by Wm. S. Roe- 
der. From 500 A.D. to the present, with 
emphasis on contemporary people and 
powers. Pub. at $6.00. Sale —  $1.98.
Stories of the American Spirit —  
PARADE W IT H  BANNERS, by 
Donald Culross Peattie. Tales filled 
with little-known and amusing side­
lights about unusual people, places and 
events of our heritage. Pub. at $3.50. 
Sale —  $1.
The Pennsylvania Dutch —  AM ISH- 
LAND, by Kiehl & Christian News- 
wanger. 60 beautiful drawings capture 
the rare quality of this colorful and 
unique people, while the text explains 
their religion, speech, dress and folk­
ways. Pub. at $5.00. Sale —  $1.98.
HEBREW  CRIM INAL L A W  AND  
PROCEDURE, by Rabbi H. E. Gold­
in, LL.B. Includes translations of the 
tractates ‘Sanhedrin’ and ‘Makkot;’ ex­
plains the rational o f the laws them­
selves and their practical applications. 
Pub. at $4.75. Sale —  $1.98.
TH E QUEST OF ALAlN -FO U R - 
NIER, by R. Gibson. A study of the 
posthumously famous French writer 
and his only novel —  “ The Wanderer” . 
Photos. Pub. at $4.00. Sale —  $1.98.
CHICAGO’S LEFT BANK, by Al­
so n J. Smith. The jazz-men and stu­
dents, geniuses and gangsters who 
made the legends of the “ City o f the 
Big Shoulders.” Photos. Pub. at $3.95. 
Sale —  $1.
TH E W O M EN  OF GREEK DRA­
MA, by S. P. Young. Fascinating, re­
vealing studies of Electra, Jocasta, An­
tigone, Medea, Phaedra, Lysistrata, 
many others. Pub. at $3.50. Sale —  $1.
AMERICAN FIREARMS M AK­
ERS, by A. M. Carey. Over 2,100 en­
tries —  dates, special marks and fea­
tures, calibers and dimensions. Illus. 
Pub. at $5.00. Sale —  $1.98.
IN T R O D U C IN G  A N IM A L S  — 160 
Fine Photo-Illustrations. By F. Vopat 
& J. Komarek. Pub. at $6.25. Sale — 
$1.98.
AS I SAW  TH E U. S. A., by J.
Morris. A London Times correspond­
ent’s reactions to some American phe­
nomena noted between N. Y. and L. A. 
Pub. at $3.95. Sale —  $1.
EDUCATION THROUGH PSY­
CHOLOGY, by H. L. Silverman. 
Common-sense analysis of the prob­
lems teachers are grappling with to­
day. Pub. at $3.00. Sale —  $1.
Early Argentina —  A DESCRIPT­
ION OF PATAGONIA, by Thomas 
Falkner. The first connected descript­
ion (1774) of the area south of present- 
day Buenos Aires —  a superb facsimile 
of a classic work of natural history. 
Maps. 8 x lOH” . Special —  $1.98.
Pershing Rifles 
Notes . . .
Company H-12, Pershing Rifles, is 
happy to announce the selection of Lt. 
Col. Hugh G. Brown as an honorary 
member of the National Society of Persh­
ing Rifles. The presentation of the four- 
agere, the ribbon and the certificate, which 
betoken membership in the society, was 
made to Col. Brown at the Military Arts 
Ball.
Earlier, at the ball, Miss Ann Wake­
field, Co. H ’s new Honorary Sponsor, 
was presented to the Corps of Cadets.
Among Co. H ’s guests at the ball were 
Col. Richard Collens, Commanding Offi­
cer, Twelfth Regiment, Pershing Rifles, 
and Lt. Col. Ronald Stone and Capt. 
Richard Talbot, also members of regi­
mental staff.
Cpls. Steven and Stanton Fitts have 
been assigned the project of setting up a 
Pershing Rifles Bowling League for Co. 
H. It is expected there will be four five- 
man teams, one of which will be com­
posed solely of officers.
Also in the planning stage is a ski 
weekend up in the White Mountains. All 
the members of the organization plus the 
members of the ROTC cadre will be in­
vited to attend. This event should take 
place after the Christmas recess.
On Monday, Dec. 15, the Pershing 
Rifles Rifle Team will fire a postal match 
against the P.R. team at Bucknell.
Prompt Box . . .
(continued from page 6)
The play, first produced on Broadway 
in 1948, was called “an ardent, adult 
comedy with laughter at the surface, 
and, underneath, a fierce, almost fright­
ening cry for common-sense,” by the 
Nezv York Journal-American,”  a comedy 
hit with sparkle and zest,” by the Daily 
Mirror, and “amusing, likeable and cer­
tainly on the side of the angels,”  by the 
New York Post.
We say, “a superb choice of shows 
for Mask and Dagger’s second major 
production of the year, with a fresh and 
potentially fine cast. Hats off to “ Batch” , 
—another fine show on the way.”
New Ed Programs . . .
(continued from page 3)
ties — the Division of Teacher Educa­
tion. It is made up of faculty members 
from various departments of the Universi­
ty and advisory members from the public 
school system. It formulates policy for 
the Education Department, so any pro­
posed change in teacher education must 
have its approval. This system has been 
highly successful in avoiding conflict be­
tween the objectives and policies of the 
Education Department and those of the 
rest of the University.
IG N O R A N C E
Waked from a deep 
Complacent sleep,
It was hard to find 
I was not blind,
But unseeing.
D S
Nancy . . .
(continued from page 6) 
also served as a member of the teen 
board of the Farm Journal magazine.
Reporter
Her activities are not limited to 
merely 4-H work; she has been a re­
porter for the Canaan Reporter-Advocate, 
co-captain in Orange N. H. for the 
American Cancer Society and first 
prize winner in, her sophomore and 
junior year of the Currier Speaking 
Contest. She also participated in high 
school oganizations.
Nancy was crowned New Hamp­
shire’s Dairy Princess on June 7 this 
year. As the winner, she received a 
$200 scholarship plus a wardrobe from 
the Manchester stores.
The new Dairy Princess has had to 
attend a number of dairy meetings, 
like the Dairy Festival in Boston, the 
N. H. Dairy Jubilee in Hopkinton, the 
New England Grange lecture in Dur­
ham, and the Strafford County H ol­
stein Club meeting.
Press Queen
Adding another title to her store last 
September, Nancy became the New 
England Press Association queen. Re­
cently, she and Miss New Hampshire, 
Mary Morin, were awarded a sword 
for outstanding work done in the Ame­
rican Cancer Society.
Nancy arrived in, Louisiana on Nov. 
10 for the national Dairy Queen Con­
test. She was accompanied by her 
mother and Frank Felton, the Manager 
of the American Dairy Association.
She spent four eventful days, appear­
ing on T.V. with the other dairy prin­
cesses, touring the Capitol building and 
meeting Governor Long. Perhaps the 
highlight of the affair was the Corona­
tion ball, held on Nov. 14, during which 
Utah’s dairy princess was crowned 
queen.
Nancy, the youngest of seven girls, 
has lived for 8 years on her family’s 
120 acre farm where they raise 24 cows. 
Half of these are Guernsies and half 
Holsteins. Nancy is majoring in home 
economics here at the University.
Notice
All organizations desiring a page in 
the 1959 Granite who have not al­
ready been contacted, should call 
Marsha Center at Sawyer Hall.
National Honorary Society 
Psi Chi Initiates Twelve
The UNH Chapter of Psi Chi, the 
National Honorary Society in Psychol­
ogy, met on December 3rd to initiate 
twelve new members. They are: Dr. 
Sheldon Roen of the Psychology Depart­
ment, Arleta Frank, Marilyn Hamlin, 
Mary Jo Price, Ann Allmendinger, Don­
ald Guerette, Myron Gantt, George Mau- 
ro, Richard Hechtl, Edward Rutledge, 
John Whitaker, Edward Pound.
Members officiating at the ceremony 
were President Ralph Valeri, Vice Presi­
dent Robert Richards, Secretary Anna 
Wir.tz and Elaine Fraser.
Dr. Cecil Schneer of the Geology De­
partment spoke later in the evening on 
the topic, “ Is There a Behavorial Sci­
ence?” A lively discussion ensued; re­
freshments were served.
Camp Executives Chosen
The executive staff and policy board of 
this fall’s Freshman Camp have chosen 
Carolyn Musser and Bill Fuller as Co- 
Director’s of the camp for 1959. Carolyn 
and Bill with the help of this same group 
have chosen the following executive staff: 
Mike Ashapa, discussion areas; Donna 
Church, personnel; Pat Willard, pro­
gram; John Zottu, business: Prof. How­
ard Stein of the English Department has 
been chosen the new faculty advisor.
The directors and staff are now inter­
viewing candidates for counselor for the 
coming year.
Coeds Attend College Week
This coming Spring Vacation, a group 
of girls from the University will be go­
ing to Bermuda for College Week.
College Week is attended by hundreds 
of students from colleges throughout the 
United States and Canada. The week’s 
activities are turned over to the colorful 
imagination of these college students. 
There are several planned fours with 
enough spare time to go on your own 
sightseeing trips, shop or just relax at 
the beach.
If you are interested in joining the 
New Hampshire group contact Glynn 
Griffiths or Jan Davidson at North Con­
greve, 9347 as soon as possible. All res­
ervations must be made by the middle 
of January.
Art Exhibition Calender










M ay 1 - June 4
G A L L E R Y , T H E  L IB R A R Y
Jewelry and Fabrics by  W in ifred  Clark 
Annual Exhibition —  N. H. Art Association 
History of Photography 
Paintings by  John Grillo 
New Hampshire Crafts Guild Exhibition 
Annual Exhibition, Student W ork in Arts
E X H IB IT IO N  CO R R ID O R , 2ND F L O O R , H E W IT T  H A L L
D ecem ber 2 - January 9 Old Master Drawings 
January 5 - February 3 Contemporary American Ceramics 
February 9-28 Brussels Fair —  In Photographs
M arch 2-28 Bayeaux Tapestry
A pril 6-29







9. When you step up to a cigarette 
counter, are you (A) confused 
by all the conflicting filter I I
claims you’ve seen, or (B) sure A |___ |
of what you want because you’ve 
thought things through?
You will notice that men and women 
who think for themselves usually choose 
VICEROY. Why? Because they’ve thought 
it through—they know what they want 
in a filter cigarette. And VICEROY gives 
it to them: a thinking man’s filter and a 
smoking man’s taste.
*If you have checked (A) on 3 out of the 
first 4 questions, and (B) on 4 out of the 
last 5 . . .  you think for yourself!






Do You Think for Yourself ? (nsrTsnssrtr)
The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows O N LY V IC E R O Y  H A S A THINKING MAN’S  FILTER  . . .  A  SM OKIN G MAN’S  T A S T E !
1. Do you find going “off the 
beaten track” on a trip
(A) interesting and constructive, or
(B) merely inconvenient?
2. In a heated discussion would you 
rather (A) be the “moderator,”  
or (B) jump in on a side using 
any argument to win?
3. Before making a complex decision, 
is your first move (A) to marshal 
the facts, or (B) to ask the 
advice of a respected friend?
4. Do you (A) try to figure out ahead 
what each day will bring, or (B) 







When writing a letter applying for 
a job, would you try to make it 




If you were getting furniture for 
a room, would you look first for 
(A) something comfortable, or (B) 
something colorful and unusual?
Would you prefer a job (A) in an 
old established firm offering 
security, or (B) a small company 
which could expand rapidly?
Would you rather be known as a 
person who (A) works well with 
others, or (B) accepts 
responsibility on his own?
6.
